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ABSTRACT

VARIABLE UPLIFT FROM QUATERNARY FOLDING ALONG THE NORTHERN
COAST OF EAST TIMOR, BASED ON U-SERIES AGE DETERMINATIONS OF
CORAL TERRACES

Nicole L. Cox
Department of Geological Sciences
Master of Science

Surveys of emergent terraces and U-series ages for ten sites along the coast of
East Timor provide estimates of late Quaternary differential vertical strain in the most
mature region of the Banda Arc-continent collision complex. Over a distance of ~180
km vertical displacement rates vary between 0.0 and 1.6 meters per 1000 years for the
last 150,000 years. Two models of terrace formation (constructional and erosional) are
applied to interpret terrace ages from coral ages and to estimate uplift rates. The highest
uplift rates are from three sites over a distance of 15 km along the coast. Uplift rates
were estimated from corals approximately 20 m above mean sea-level that yield ages of
c. 54–74 ka, which correspond to the 3a (c. 49-52 ka) sea-level highstand and a possible

highstand or standstill in regression between the 5a sea-level highstand and the 4 sealevel lowstand .
These ten sites and resulting variable uplift rates are used constrain a wavelength
of deformation due to the fact that recognizable terraces along the coast are not
consistent. Terraces cannot be correlated over distances greater than 10 km, vary
between 2 to 25 in number, and reach varying altitudes between ~100 and 600 meters
above sea-level. The results propose that along an east-west transect a background
surface uplift rate increases from 0.1 meter per 1000 years near Subau to 0.5–0.6 meters
per 1000 years west of Baucau and remains at that rate for over 170 km. This would
indicate a broad wavelength of deformation, possibly related to lithospheric scaled
processes. However, superimposed on this background uplift rate is a shorter wavelength
(< 15 km) of uplift with a mean of 1.2 meters per 1000 years and peak surface uplift at
1.6 meters per 1000 years. Another interpretation proposes the possibility of at least
three shorter wavelength features. The shorter wavelength is likely associated to
deformation in the upper crust. This study associates the crustal deformation to
Quaternary movement along retro-wedge thrust faults at depth, which indicates active
crustal shortening in Timor region.
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INTRODUCTION
Mechanisms of uplift can vary temporally and spatially during plate convergence
(Cloetingh et al., 1999; Van der Meulen et al., 1999). Short-term uplift (101-3 years) is
commonly associated to coseismic uplift where there is little to no accretion (e.g. oceanic
subduction system) or accretion (e.g. continent-continent collision system). This vertical
motion is frequently measured using modern GPS velocities. Long-term uplift (106-7
years) is related to crustal shortening and accretion that results in mountain belts.
Structural and petrographic analyses are applied to unfold the uplift history at these time
scales. A noticeable time gap exists between these methods of studying uplift, which
likely represents the initial phases of collision. The active Banda arc-continent collision
has been repeatedly cited as a modern analog of the initial phases of continental accretion
and emplacement of exotic terranes (e.g. Karig et al., 1987; van der Meulen et al., 1999)
and affords a rare opportunity to study records of uplift for the past 104-5 years.
The island of Timor, located in the Banda Arc of Australasia, forms in a zone of
transition from subduction to arc-continent collision (Fig. 1). The transition from
subduction to arc-continent collision began in the Timor region during the late Miocene,
5-8 Ma, as the outer fringes of the Australian continental margin began to accrete to and
deform the Banda forearc (Audley-Charles, 1968; Carter et al., 1976; Berry and Grady,
1981; Johnston and Bowin, 1981; Berry and McDougall, 1986). This transition features
emergence of the accretionary wedge, and uplift of coral terraces throughout the collision
complex.
Quaternary tectonic uplift is demonstrated by the wide-spread occurrence of
raised coral reefs on both the inner and outer islands of the Banda Arc (Fig 1). These
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extensive emergent flights of marine terraces can provide a horizontal data set that
reflects surface uplift and possibly coseismic events near active plate margins.
East Timor, located in the most fully-developed part of the Banda arc-continent
collision (Harris, 1991), preserves a 180 km long swath of emergent coral terraces along
its north coast (Fig. 2). Initial uplift and emergence of East Timor was likely caused by
the buoyancy of subducted continental crust followed by shortening. Resulting folds and
thrust faults throughout East Timor have NE-SW trending fold hinge lines that document
a NW-SE shortening direction (Fig. 2) (Audley-Charles, 1968; Bowin, 1980; Milsom and
Audley-Charles, 1987; Harris et al., 1998; Zobell, 2007). The presence of active
shortening in the Timor region, however, is still debated. Low seismic activity and
regional GPS measurements (Genrich et al., 1996; Nugroho et al., in press) raise
questions about how strain is partitioned in the region. These regional observations have
led to a number of different models that represent Timor in a post-collisional orogenic
phase associated with lithopheric deformation versus crustal shortening (Audley-Charles
et al., 1978; Chamalaun and Grady, 1978; Charlton, 1991; Milsom, 2001; Das, 2004).
One model proposes that underthrusting Australian continental lithosphere is decoupling
from the subducting oceanic lithosphere. Isostatic rebound is therefore accommodating
the zone above the partially subducted continental crust by superficial uplift (Chamalaun
and Grady 1978; Charlton 1991; Milsom 2001).
The fundamental question of the cause for Quaternary uplift of East Timor
remains largely unanswered (Harris and Wu, 1991). We propose to investigate this issue
by documenting rates and patterns of uplift using marine terraces along the north coast of
East Timor.
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Uplifted Quaternary marine terraces form by the combined effects of sea-level
change (caused primarily by changing glacial ice volume) and tectonic uplift on
coastlines. If the former is known, the latter can be deduced from the present altitudes
and ages of terraces in a given area (Chappell, 1974; Merritts et al., 1998; Anderson et
al., 1999; Keller and Pinter, 2002). Uplift rates in this study are quantified by: 1)
Surveying and mapping terrace altitudes along the north coast of East Timor, 2) U-Th
analyses of emergent coral samples to interpret terrace age, and 3) correlating profiles to
pre-existing eustatic sea-level curves, correcting for past sea-level fluctuations.
Quantifying uplift rates for multiple sites along the coast will provide patterns that
may address deformational mechanisms. Varying uplift rates define a fold wavelength,
where the highest rate represents the crest of the fold. Generally, the wavelength tends to
increase with increasing deformational thickness. Hence, a crustal mechanism of folding
will have narrow wavelengths < 100 km and a lithopheric mechanism will have broad
wavelengths > 100 km (Savage 1983, Stephenson and Cloetingh 1991, and Cloetingh et
al. 1999).
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Figure 1. Location map of the Banda Arc region showing active tectonic features, the GPS velocity field relative to SE Asia (Nugroho, 2005), and
emergent coral reefs. GPS velocities indicate that Wetar and Timor move mostly with the Australian plate. However, there remains ~20 mm/yr of
movement between Dili and Darwin, which is likely taken up on active faults in the Timor region. Increasing velocities to the east of Java demonstrate
how strain is progressively partitioned away from the Java Trench into the forearc and backarc (Flores and Wetar Thrusts). These observations make the
actual plate margin between Eurasia and Indo-Australia in the Timor region uncertain.

(UNAVOCO 2006)

Figure 2. Digital elevation map of East Timor, identifying regions of uplifted Quaternary units and
antiformal regions (modified from Audley-Charles, 1968). Contoured stereograph of poles to bedding
throughout Timor (Zobell, 2007) show a NE-SW pi-pole that is sub-parallel to mapped folds, which is
consistent with a NW-SE σ1 (Zobell, 2007). Numbers represent the 10 profile locations. 1: Subau; 2:
Manatuto; 3: Ponte Liarua; 4: Laga; 5: Ililai; 6: Buiomau2; 7: Buiomau1: 8: Lauten; 9: Com;10: Ponte
Tei.
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EMERGENCE OF TIMOR ISLAND
In the transition from oceanic subduction to arc-continent collision, three main
phases of deformation are defined; pre-collisional, transitional, and collisional. Due to
the oblique nature of collision, each of these phases of deformation is actively
represented along orogenic strike and provides a way to reconstruct the tectonic evolution
of Timor throughout the past 5-8 Ma. During the pre-collisional stage of Timor (> 5-8
Ma), which is currently represented by the eastern Sunda Arc region of Lombok (Fig. 1),
most deformation takes place within a few kilometers of the trench. The transition from
subduction to collision that occurred in East Timor from ~ 5-3 Ma is currently active in
Sumba, Savu and Rote. The forearc ridge emerges above sea level on these islands due
to intra-forearc shortening. A backarc thrust system also develops, which accounts for at
least 30–50% of the convergence between the underthrust edge of the Australian
continental margin and the Banda Arc (Harris, 1991; Nugroho et al., 2008). This phase
of deformation is marked by initial uplift of arc and forearc regions near newly developed
plate boundary segments (Merritts et al., 1998). The collisional phase, which started in
East Timor at < 3 Ma is associated with near complete emergence of the accretionary
wedge, basin inversion, and high uplift and erosion rates. As continental underthrusting
progresses, Timor became progressively more coupled with the lower plate, partitioning
deformation away from the Timor Trough into the interior of the forearc system, back
stepping ultimately into the backarc (Silver et al., 1983). Genrich et al. (1996) estimated
that the Timor Trough became inactive as a subduction zone within the last 500,000 –
200,000 years. However, the Timor Trough still accounts for 20% of plate motion
(Nugroho et al., in press), which implies that the transfer of convergence from the trough
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to the backarc thrust system is not complete and that the Timor Trough may still produce
threatening earthquakes.
By mid Pliocene, Timor rose as an uplifted accretionary wedge and evolved as the
Banda Orogen fold and thrust belt (Silver et al., 1983; Audley-Charles, 1986; Karig et
al., 1987). Uplift in the Timor region is interpreted as a two-phase process. The first
phase was associated with the arrival of the outer slope at the trench as in Sumba, Savu
and Rote, and the second phase signified the arrival of the continental shelf at the
deformation front, as in Timor (Karig et al., 1987; Harris, 1991; Vita-Finzi and Hidayat,
1991). De Smet el al. (1990) and Fortuin and De Smet (1991) estimated that the second
phase took place in West Timor about 500,000 - 200,000 years ago. Data from
foraminifera in synorogenic deposits show episodic uplift, where there have been periods
of rapid uplift, in the order of 0.1–1 Ma, interrupted by longer periods of subsidence or
absence of uplift.
Several authors have noted the raised coral reefs along the northern coast of East
Timor (Carter et al., 1976; Chappell and Veeh, 1978; Fortuin and De Smet, 1991;
Kaneko et al., 2007) and they were initially mapped as the Baucau Ls by Audely-Charles
in 1968. Later, Chappell and Veeh (1978) estimated uplift rates from the marine terraces
near the townships of Dili, Manatuto, Baucau and Lautem. They described the
stratigraphic relations and obtained sample ages by U–Th alpha counting for the lower
terraces of the four sites. For three locations they argued an averaged 0.5 meters per
1000 years (m/ka) uplift rate over the past 120,000 years, which decreases westward, near
Dili, to about 0.03 m/ka.
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It should be noted that the uplift rates were estimated by measuring the age and
height of reef crests, which are subject to erosion and slumping more so than terrace inner
margins. Chappell and Veeh (1978) also mention the possibility of the Baucau location
being slumped.
This investigation presents new constraints by mapping terrace inner margins
along the entire northern coast of East Timor, and provides new 230Th ages for the lower
terraces of 10 additional sites (Fig. 2). These constraints allow us to relate estimates of
surface uplift rates to patterns of deformation.

MARINE TERRACE MORPHOLOGY AND CHRONOLOGY
Quaternary coral terraces document the combined effects of tectonics and climate
change on coastlines because of their growth and development close to sea level. Reef
corals live no deeper than permitted by the penetration of light and most species live at
depths of less than 25 m, with maximum growth shallower than 10 m (Stoddart, 1969;
Keller and Pinter, 2002).
Coral reefs grow upwards in response to a relative rise in sea level, and are
abandoned during times of relative sea-level fall (Chappell, 1974). The combined effects
of reef growth and wave erosion results in a platform (terrace) shape, where the inner
margin is a good indicator of a transgressive highstand. A wave-cut notch associated
with the terrace inner margin is also a good indicator of paleo sea levels (Keller and
Pinter, 2002). If the landmass has sufficiently risen by the time the sea-level reaches a
subsequent highstand, the old terrace will be high and dry, and a new terrace is made at a
lower altitude. A problem is that the terraces may not be a simple succession of reefs that
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become progressively younger from the top downward. For example, a reef that grew
during low sea level might be uplifted and eroded into a wave-cut platform (Chappell,
1974). Or, the younger coral grow on older, wave beveled coral deposits. Therefore, the
determination of sea level changes and neotectonic movement in the past is mainly based
on the height/age relationship of a flight of terraces, but is complicated by the
superposition of coral of different ages.
Uplifted marine terraces are found along ~180 km of the north coast of East
Timor. The highest terrace/platform reaches an elevation of ~600 meters above mean
sea-level (asl). The presence of large coralline plateaus and mesas above Miocene
synorogenic material at altitudes 400–600 m asl is evidence that broad carbonate systems
existed during the Pleistocene. Lower elevation terraces are composed of massive in situ
coral limestone with genera similar to modern reef slopes, reef flats and intertidal
fringing reef environments (for coral Genus and specie identifications see Appendix A).
The modern dominant reef type is a fringing reef approximately 50 meters thick
and up to 300 meters wide (Hantoro et al., 1997). The innermost platform is generally
covered by sand, carbonate mud, coral debris and algae. Massive corals dominate the
reef flat (5 - 10 meters below sea level) while branching corals flourish on the crest and
upper slope of the reef (> 10 meters below sea level) (Hantoro et al., 1997).
Survey Methods
Terrace inner margins and other geomorphic features are mapped using 1:40,000
aerial photos (1957; 1962-63) and remote sensing images (1987 LANDSAT TM 30M
Red: Band4). These photos and images display multiple regions of well-preserved
terraces, particularly on promontories. In the field, elevated shorelines and terraces are
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largely studied along the main road along the north coast, near Manatuto to Tutuala
(landward of Ponte Tei) (Fig. 2). Remote coastal areas (Ponte Liarua and Ponte Tei)
previously mapped by remote sensing are accessed by local fishing boats.
Field studies resulted in ten separate sites with accessible and datable terraces,
which are used to control spatial uplift patterns (Fig. 2). Locations where vegetation was
sparse made it possible to observe the broad length-scales and to traverse nearly 150 m
asl. A high-resolution GPS survey is carried out for the lowest accessible terraces of each
site (see Appendix B for complete survey details). Altitudes are measured using a
Trimble Pro XRF receiver with OmniSTAR satellite real-time DGPS. Horizontal
precision was < 1 cm and vertical precision was < 1 m when compared to local
benchmarks. Altitudes for mapped inner margins are also estimated using 12.5 meter
contour topographic maps (1993 edition of the 1:25,000 maps, Army Topographic
support establishment). Mapped elevations are within 2 meters when compared to
surveyed elevations.
Surveys include the following physiographic features, which vary depending upon
exposure at each profile location: terrace outer margin (outer edge), reef crest
(terrace/reef flat), terrace inner margin (inner edge), notch/riser and reef slope (Appendix
A). The reef slope or riser separates a terrace from the subsequent higher terrace.
Surveys also include sample locations of exposed coral reefs for age determinations.
Sample locations for specimens with > 80% aragonite are provided in Table 1.
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Table 1. Locations (latitude and longitude) for the first survey point of each profile and important samples.

Profile
Subau Profile

Location of first survey point and samples
125º 56’ 8.07” E, 8º 28’ 43.68” S

Sub-33 55’ 57.832”E, 8º 28’ 42.204”S
Manatuto Profile 125º 59’ 18.55”E, 8º 29’ 23.00”S
Man-34 125º 59’ 17.717”E, 8º 29’ 23.339”S
Man-35 125º 59’ 23.337”E, 8º 29’ 30.30”S
Liarua Profile

126º 24’ 51.28”E, 8º 24’ 55.97”S

Lia-37, 38 126º 24’ 51.28”E, 8º 24’ 55.97”S
Lia-29 126º 24’ 52.078”E, 8º 24’ 59.072”S
Laga Profile

126º 39’ 37.69”E, 8º 26’ 16.04”S

Lag-43 126º 39’ 38.853”E, 8º 26’ 16.761”S
Ililai Profile

126º 43’ 22.74”E, 8º 24’ 32.96”S

Bui-41 126º 43’ 22.74”E, 8º 24’ 32.96”S
Buiomau 2
Profile
Buiomau 1
Profile
Lautem Profile

126º 46’ 52.53”E, 8º 25’ 8.87”S

Bui-40 126º 46’ 52.53”E, 8º 25’ 8.87”S
126º 49’ 5.45”E, 8º 24’ 15.39”S

Bui-31 126º 49’ 6.3336”E, 8º 24’ 15.498”S
126º 55’ 58.07”E, 8º 20’ 26.43”S

Lau-50 No coordinates
Lau-10
Lau-11
Lau-13
Lau-12
Com Profile

126º 56’ 1.101”E, 8º 20’ 30.897”S
126º 56’ 1.327”E, 8º 20’ 31.443”S
126º 56’ 3.431”E, 8º 20’ 33.181”S
126º 56’ 4.017”E, 8º 20’ 34.144”S

127º 2’ 16.848”E, 8º 20’ 26.993”S

Com-18a, 18c 127º 2’ 17.539”E, 8º 20’ 35.726”S
Ponte Tei Profile

127º 10’ 34.03”E, 8º 20’ 12.12”S

Tei-51, 52 127º 10’ 7.05”E, 8º 20’ 33.32”S
Tei-53 127º 10’ 34.25”E, 8º 20’ 12.12”S
Tei-54 127º 10’ 38.61”E, 8º 20’ 11.27”S
Tei-55 127º 10’ 41.03”E, 8º 20’ 14.11”S
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Results of Marine Terrace Mapping: Subau to Ponte Tei
The northern coastline is divided into five regions, each with a continuous stretch
of terraces less than 20 km. Transect locations (Table 1) and surrounding geomorphic
observations are noted for each region. Topographic profiles for each survey illustrate
observed stratigraphy (Fig. 3) and are assigned terrace numbers based on well-developed
notches and/or surfaces broader than 50 meters.

Figure 3. Key for stratigraphic units found on profiles.
A: Terrace number and inner margin altitude (m asl) (underline indicates extraction from map); B: Sample
number, altitude (m asl) and physiographic location on terrace represented by black dot; C: Erosional
surface, thin veneer of cemented beach sediment (longer hash marks indicate colluviums); D: Bedrock; E:
Emergent coral reef; F: Non-coralline limestone; G: Cemented beach sand/cobbles/pebbles; H: Normal
graded cobble to silt, poorly sorted sandstone, some evaporite layers; I: Polymictic conglomerate; J:
Cemented basalt bombs, possible submarine cinder cone.

Subau - Manatuto
The Subau profile is located approximately 24 km west of the township of
Manatuto (Fig. 3a). The reef outcrop dips to the east and is exposed for less than 1 km.
On the western extent there are two layers of coral patches observed in growth position,
surrounded and separated by conglomerates of rounded pebbles and coral fragments. To
the east, the coral is more uniform and contains a sharp basal contact with a lower unit of
Acropora at approximately 4 m asl. Capping the entire outcrop is a 0.5 meter thick
veneer of cemented beach sand with shell and coral fragments. The total thickness of the
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outcrop is approximately 8 meters. There are two terraces that cut into the reef complex
(Fig. 3b).
Terrace I. This terrace is composed of a modern pebble beach grading landward to a thin
platform of Acropora branches. This terrace is better observed on the eastern exposure, with an
inner margin at 4 m asl.
Terrace II. The terrace with an estimated inner margin at c. 16 m asl. This terrace is primarily
composed of growth position coral patches on the western exposure and a more uniform reef complex
to the east; most coral has been highly altered. The transition between the western and eastern
exposures is covered by mass waste material. Sample 33 (Sub-33) was collected from the outer
margin of Terrace II on the western end at 11 m asl and is likely not in situ. The sample yields an age
of 128,992 ± 890.7 years (Table 3).

The Manatuto profile is located approximately 7 km west of the township of
Manatuto and the Laclo River (Fig. 5a). The terraces are flat and extend along the coast
for nearly 2.5 km. The west terraces are truncated, possibly due to a fault that juxtaposes
the coral terraces with metamorphosed bedrock. The lower terraces can be followed
eastward until obliterated by fluvial deposits. The terraces strike roughly NW-SE, which
mimics the local modern coastline. Seven terraces are identified in the field and from
aerial photos (Fig. 5b), but lack well defined notches.
Terrace I. The modern beach with an inner margin at c. 10 m asl and composed of beach rock
that is exposed above high tide and consists of poorly sorted, polymictic, 50:50 matrix to clast
ratio, with no coral). The terrace also cuts into a 2 meter thick unit of coralline limestone. The
coralline limestone grades into a non-coralline limestone unit. Samples 34 and 35 are in situ and
were collected from the mid-platform at 6-7 m asl. They yield ages of 159,214 ± 1198.9 and
146,703 ± 1087.4 years respectively (Table 3).
Terrace II. Composed of micritic limestone mentioned in Terrace I with an inner margin
approximately 17 m asl. This terrace is narrow compared to the terraces above and below. A
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Figure 4. A) Map of generalized terrace physiography of the Subau Profile (125º 56’ 8.07”E, 8º 28’
43.68”S) 3 km east of Subau. Sample Sub-33 is located at 125º 55’ 57.832”E, 8º 28’ 42.204”S. B) A
simplified profile emphasizing terrace inner margin altitudes and sample position.
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Figure 5. A) Map of terrace physiography for the region surrounding the Manatuto Profile (125º 59’
18.55”E, 8º 29’ 23.00”S). B) Simplified profile emphasizing terrace inner margin and sample positions.
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broad slope between Terrace II and III contains altered coral in growth position.
Terrace II. Composed of micritic limestone mentioned in Terrace I with an inner margin
approximately 17 m asl. This terrace is narrow compared to the terraces above and below. A
broad slope between Terrace II and III contains altered coral in growth position.
Terrace III. The broadest terrace, with an inner margin approximately 39 m asl. The surface is a
cemented conglomerate with some graded beach sediment.
Terraces IV – VI. To the southwest, 4 limestone terraces are observed from field inspection and
aerial photographs, but were not surveyed. Respective altitudes extracted from topographic maps
are: c. 60, c. 79, c. 100, and c. 110 m asl.

Chappell and Veeh (1978) examined a location 3 km east of the township
Manatuto (~10 km west of the transect in this study), and documented three terraces
above the modern beach at 13 m, 38 m, and 60 m. Our section west of Manatuto has
inner margins near both the 38 m and 60 m marks; however, Chappell and Veeh (1978)
note that the 60 m terrace is the most extensive, where as the transect in this study
documents the most extensive terrace at 39 meters.
Manatuto-Baucau
Field inspection of the coastal region between Manatuto and Vemasse,
approximately 27 km east, has low relief and is to be dominated by shale and mudstone.
Some outcrops show folds and tilting to the northwest. From aerial photos, only 2-3
marine terraces are noted sporadically near the coast.
Approximately 15 km east of Vemasse is a broad flat surface ~500–540 m asl,
identified as Terrace X in this study (Fig. 6). The terrace is extensive (~ 40 km2), tilts
slightly to the northwest and is comprised of fossil reefs. It is uncertain whether this tilt
is a depositional feature or due to gentle fold movements (Audley-Charles, 1968). As a
preliminary geomorphological analysis, 11 major terraces are defined based on the
16

broadest surfaces, each containing multiple subterraces or benches. The terraces track
along the cast for 12 km, but are difficult to correlate over distances greater than 2 km
due to erosion and vegetation cover. To the west, terraces broaden into a coastal recess
and decrease in elevation, 10s of meters over a distance of 2 km, until they are cut off by
fractures or are unrecognizable. These changes in elevation indicate tilting toward the
west. Therefore, the eastward transition from 7 terraces (near Manatuto) to over 11
terraces (total of 25 terraces, including subterraces) is still uncertain. The flights of
terraces are truncated to the east by landslides with large scarps at high altitudes and
hummocky topography below. The township of Baucau is located in the landslide debris.
During the field investigation, unreported outcrops of submarine basalt flows and
pyroclastic deposits were found up to ~200 m asl. The lowest terrace, locally, exposes an
erosional contact between fossilized coral and cobble sized basalt bombs. The veneer of
coral on the bedrock terraces ranges from zero to several meters thick. In the case of no
coral veneer, the number of terraces is less, yet 3-4 surfaces are still present up to 100 m
asl.
The Liarua profile is located on a coastal promontory named Ponte Liarua
approximately 4.5 km northwest of the beach below Baucau (Figures 7 and 8). On the
promontory there are numerous subterraces that cut into one reef complex, without any
associated younger reef caps.
Terrace I. The lowest terrace that begins as a 4-6 meter riser with fossilized coral locally grown
over volcanic cobbles. Multiple benches occur within this terrace. Inner margins occur at 8 m, 14
m, 16 m and 20 m, but are not continuous or commonly join one another, as evident by double
notches (Fig. 8). The terrace reaches a maximum inland margin c. 26 m asl; although, this margin
can also be as low as 8 m asl due to the waning traces of subterraces. Surfaces are composed of
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pink cemented beach sediment and loose basalt pebbles. Near the notch are large boulders
representing blocks of Terrace II that have fallen onto Terrace I. Samples 37 and 38 are collected
from the outer margin of the lowest bench at 6 m asl and yields ages of 140,110 ± 1087 and
136,689 ± 903 years (Table 3). Sample 29 is from c. 20 m asl. All other samples analyzed from
this terrace are altered.
Terrace II. This terrace is a relatively flat surface at 36 m asl, and a stepping reef slope or talus
materials up to an inner margin at 55 m asl. Coral is observed rarely in growth position. There
are two small notches with coral in growth position directly above at approximately 58 m and 63
m. All samples analyzed from this terrace are altered.
Terrace III. This terrace is a notably broad (~60 m) and continuous flat surface with an inner
margin at 79 m asl. It has a well defined notch and a small bench at 71 m asl. There are no coral
exposures observed, only cemented beach cobbles with some basalt clasts.
Terraces IV – VI. These terraces are broader than 50 meters with inner margins at 90 m, 105 m
and c. 125 m asl. The surfaces are dominated by cemented cobble beach deposits. The landward
margin of Terrace VI is questionable due to a steep slope of basalt agglomerate.
Terraces VII – XI. Very broad surfaces with altitudes at 330 m, 360 m, 440 m, 500-540 m, and
570-600 m asl, respectively. Each surface progressively gets broader with altitude, except for
Terrace XI, where the extent is unknown due to erosion. Principle constituents are fossilized coral
reefs.
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Fig. 7

Simplified profile from sea-level to
the highest platform, with assigned
terrace numbers. The profile
emphasizes broad surfaces with
altitudes taken from topographic
maps.

Figure 6. Map of generalized
terrace morphology for the
promontory between Uaicuha and
Baucau, about 32 km east from
Manatuto.

Figure 7. A) Map of generalized terrace physiography of the Liarua Profile (126º 24’ 51.28”E, 8º 24’
55.97”S) and surrounding terrane northwest of Baucau. Sample Lia-29 is not illustrated. B) Simplified
profile emphasizing terrace inner margin altitudes and sample locations.
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A) East-Southeast

B) Southwest

Figure 8. Photographs looking east-southeast (A) and southwest (B) near Ponte Liarua, identifying
Terraces I-IV. Notice the discontinuous nature of subterraces. Surfaces at 8 m, 36 m, and 79 m asl are
laterally continuous.
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Laga-Buiomau
Laga is 18 km east from the township of Baucau. The region between Laga and
Buiomau (30 km) contains both coralline and/or fluvial marine terraces. In either case,
terraces are discontinuous and frequently dissected by modern streams (Fig. 9). Tidal
and wave dominated deltas have developed, which grade laterally into fringing reefs.
Near Binagua a flight of terraces is tilted to the NW and change in elevation by 50 meters
over a 5 km distance and 20 meters in less than 1 km (Fig. 9). The warping could be
explained by the surface exposure of a fault or by folding.
The Laga profile is mapped and illustrated in Figure 10. The second terrace is a
combination of two reef complexes, whereas, the fourth terrace represents one separate
reef complex. The third terrace is a fluvial deposit likely representing a time period of
sea-level regression between the coral reefs of the second and fourth terraces.
Terrace I. This terrace represents the modern beach, composed of well rounded limestone
pebbles and cobbles in front of a depression of silt and clays that slopes up to the lower reef
complex of Terrace II.
Terrace II. This terrace has an inner margin at 22 m asl and contains at least two reef complexes,
one on top of the other. The lower complex is exposed to approximately 5 m asl and contains all
in situ coral, with Acropora dominating. Some in situ Tridacna shells are present, indicating a
close proximity to sea-level. The transition to the second complex is evident by a meter think
layer of cemented coral fragments and coral not in growth position. The remaining 12 meters of
coral is in situ with constituents similar to the lower complex. The surface exposure is sloped at
approximately 20º. The surface of Terrace II is capped by an irregular erosional surface, made of
pink cemented beach sediment and coral fragments. Lag-43 is from the lower complex
approximately 5 m asl and yields and age of 106,190 ± 940 years (Table 3).
Terrace III. This terrace has an outer margin at 28 m asl and an inner margin at 37 m asl. The
surveyed inner margin may be lower than the measured value due to a large talus cover fed from
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Figure 9. Map of profile locations and generalized terrace physiography of the Laga to Buiomau region, approximately 18 km east of Baucau. Dashed read
lines indicate uncertainty in presence and location. Terraces are discontinuous, most likely due to deformation and erosional truncation. There is a westward
elevation decrease of more than 50 meters over a 5 km distance between Binagua and Ililai.

Figure 10. A) Map of terrace physiography for the Laga Profile (126º 39’ 37.69”E, 8º 26’ 16.04”S). Note
that terraces decrease in elevation to the west, particularly Terrace V. B) Simplified profile emphasizing
observed stratigraphy, terrace inner margin altitudes and sample location.
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Terrace IV. The terrace surface is hummocky and consists of layered pebble a beach deposit that
is matrix supported with no observed coral or shell fragments.
Terrace IV. This terrace has an outer margin at 54 m asl and an inner margin at approximately 60
m asl. The crest was observed to be a packstone with very few corals or Tridacna shells in growth
position. Few appeared to be in situ, and were highly altered.
Terraces V – VII. These terraces were observed and mapped on aerial photos. They are
represented by inner margin altitudes of 85 m, 125 m asl and unknown. Terrace V has a
distinguishable inner margin and shows a westward elevation decrease of nearly 20 meters over 1
km. Terraces VI and VII are not as obvious due to a smooth topographical transition.
constraint is required to test such a hypothesis; however this could explain why the higher terraces
follow a different paleo shoreline.
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The Ililai profile is located 16 km east of the Laga township (Fig. 11). The survey
only reaches 25 m asl; the remaining profile is based on observed inner margins from
aerial photographs. Note that the lower 2-3 terraces mimic the modern shoreline,
whereas, the higher eight terraces follow a different paleo shoreline.
Terrace I. This terrace is a narrow modern sandy beach that slopes steeply to a talus and
plausible notch at 22 m asl. It is mainly comprised of a fluvial conglomerate. However, the notch
is a contact between fluvial conglomerate and in situ coral reef of Terrace II. Sample Bui-41 is
from 22 m asl and yields and age of 73,360 ± 391years (Table 3). The sample is possibly from an
fallen block along with many others from Terrace II.
Terrace II. This terrace has a bench with an altitude 26 m asl and an inner margin 38 m asl. The
primary component is a 3.5 meter thick coral reef. There is a mix of in situ coral and fragmented
coral. The unit is capped by a 0.5 meter thick conglomerate with incorporated coral fragments.
Terraces III – VIII. These terraces are observed mapped from aerial photographs. Their inner
margins from topographic maps are c. 67 m, 110 m, 130 m, 172 m, 238 m, and 340 m asl.
Terraces IV – VIII decrease westward in elevation. All terraces are truncated to the east, likely
due to erosion by the Riveira de Laivai. It is also possible that Terrace III broadens eastward
because it represents a paleo delta, much like the modern Ililai delta. A better stratigraphic
constraint is required to test such a hypothesis; however, this could explain why the higher
terraces follow a different paleo shoreline.
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Figure 11. A) Map of terrace physiography for the Ililai Profile (126º 43’ 22.74”E, 8º 24’ 32.96”S) and
surrounding terrane west of the township Ililai. Notice the higher terraces dip slightly to the west and all
terraces are truncated to the east, likely due to erosion by the Ribeira de Laivai. B) A simplified profile
emphasizing terrace inner margin altitudes and sample locations.
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Following the coastline east from Ililai, uplifted beach and/or fluvial deposits are
noted. These fluvial terraces laterally grade into coral terraces. Terraces increase slightly
in elevation to the east; however, a difference of less than 10 meters over a 3 km distance
could be explained as a primary depositional feature. The Buiomau 2 profile is located 5
km east of the Ililai township and is mapped and illustrated in Figure 12.
Terrace I. Much like Terrace I of the Ililai profile, this terrace is a narrow modern sandy beach
that transitions into a steep talus of coral fragments and boulders to a notch at 22 m asl. In situ
coral found in the notch is chalky and altered. However, Sample Bui-40 is an upright free
standing coral approximately 22 m asl, inside the notch (see photo in Appendix B) and yields an
age of 74,902 ± 486.5 years (Table 3). The likely explanation is that the sample is from a
resistant piece of Terrace II.
Terrace II. This terrace has a small bench at 25 m asl and an inner margin 28 m asl. Near its
eastern extent the terrace is composed of a 6 meter unit of in situ coral and Tridacna shells. To the
west the coral unit pinches out and the terrace is dominated by fluvial deposits. The outer margin
is an erosional surface.
Terraces III – V. These terraces are mapped from aerial photographs. Their respective inner
margins from topographic maps are at c. 53 m, 78 m, and 115 m asl.
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Figure 12. A) Map of terrace physiography for the Buiomau 2 Profile (126º 46’ 52.53”E, 8º 25’ 8.87”S).
B) Simplified profile emphasizing terrace inner margin altitudes and sample location.
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The Buiomau 1 profile is located about 47 km east of Baucau and about 12 km
west of Lauten (Fig. 13). Just east of the Ribeira Raumoco a flat surface is prominent
near the coast with a crest at approximately 31 m asl. This surface exposes no coral.
However, this same surface a kilometer to the east where it narrows dramatically and
decreases in elevation to 26 m asl exposes coral. Fluvial deposits are intermixed with in
situ corals (Fig. 13b). The coral unit ranges laterally from less than a meter thick to 5
meters thick. Sample Bui-31 is from c. 19 m asl, near the base of the 5 meter thick in situ
coral unit, and yields an age 54,315 ± 224 years (Table 3). The elevations of all the
higher terraces are uncertain.
Approximately 3 km east of the Buiomau 1 profile is the location for the Lautem
transect by Chappell and Veeh (1978). They documented terrace crests at 26 m asl and
40 m asl, each representing an individual reef complex/wedge. The next highest surface
(altitude not documented by Chappell and Veeh) is very broad and entirely fluviatile.
Fluviatile terraces grade laterally into limestone near Lautem.
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Figure 13. A) Map of terrace physiography for the Buiomau 1 Profile, approximately 12 km west of
Lauten. B) Simplified profile emphasizing observed terrace stratigraphy, inner margin altitudes and
sample locations.
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Lauten-Com
The Lauten-Com region begins approximately 6 km east of the Buiomau 1 profile
(Fig. 14). It displays terrace inner margins that are slightly offset and possibly rotated by
faults. On the immediate eastern flank of the possible faults is a small slumped region.
Continuing east, terraces are not observed over a 7 km distance. The majority of the
coastline from Lauten to Com is slumped, as evident by scarps and hummocky relief.
Some flat surfaces are preserved, but are likely not in place as observed in one location
between the Lautem profile and Com where the surface is back tilted to the southeast.
Along the road lower surfaces also appear to frequently rise up and down.
There are two platforms adjacent to one another, 8 kilometers inland, and
approximately 550 m asl. This elevation is similar to the broad Baucau platform. These
surfaces appear to be paleo islands, comparable to the modern Jako Island near the
eastern tip of mainland Timor. These surfaces are also surrounded by terraces. Outlining
the terrace inner margins indicates that both surfaces tilt to the north-northeast. This tilt
could be attributed to the large amounts of mass wasting due to a clay-rich bedrock,
primary depositional features, or folding.
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Figure 14. Map of generalized terrace morphology for the terrane between Buiomau and Com, based on field observations, aerial photographs and
satellite images. Stars indicate location of the Lautem (126º 55’ 58.07”E, 8º 20’ 26.43”S) and Com (127º 2’ 17.74”E, 8º 20’ 34.91”S) profiles.
Slumped regions are concentrated between 450 and 100 meters above mean sea level; however, the region around Com is disturbed down to sea level.

The Lautem Profile is located 3.5 km east of Lauten and 15 km west of Com (Fig.
15). Flights of terraces are relatively flat and in-place over a 2 km distance. The profile
was surveyed from approximately 136 m asl down to sea-level.
Terrace I. The modern beach is sandy with coral pebbles and cobbles, and climbs landward to a
berm of trapped drift wood. Landward from the berm is a broad, sandy surface with coral
fragments, pebble to boulder size, and vegetation. Found in a pit were downward progressing
units of thin cemented beach sand, Acropora fragments and head coral. Sample Lau-50 comes
from the head coral unit and is estimated at 1 – 2 m asl. Further landward a small rise marks the
first exposed emergent corals. The inner margin for Terrace I is approximately 8 m asl.
Terrace II. A relatively narrow terrace with an inner margin at 21 m asl. The terrace is
comprised of in situ coral. It is unknown whether these coral are from the same reef complexes as
Terrace I or Terrace III. The surface is comprised of a 0.5 meter thick unit of matrix-supported
cemented coral cobbles and pebbles.
Terrace III. This terrace has an inner margin at 28 m asl. Multiple Tridacna shells are observed
in growth position. The slope connecting Terrace III to Terrace IV dips at ~10º over a c. 120 meter
distance. Samples Lau-10 and Lau-11are from 25 and 26 m asl near the base of the slope,
respectively. Lau-10 yields an age of 111,932 ± 579 years and Lau-11 has an age of 162,815 ±
1132 years (Table 3).
Terrace IV. This terrace has a surveyed outer margin at 48 m asl and an inner margin at 54 m asl.
The entire slope and surface is composed of exposed in situ coral. The surface is dominated by
head coral and Tridacna shells. Sample Lau-13 is from mid-slope at 38 m asl. It yields an age of
137,163 ± 1394 years (Table 3). Sample Lau-12 is from the outer margin at 45 m asl and yields an
age of 128,539 ± 1514 years (Table 3).
Terrace V. This terrace has an outer margin at 60 m asl and an inner margin at 64 m asl. Just
below the outer margin are Tridacna shells in growth position. The surface of this terrace is
dominated by a red soil overlying a matrix-supported limestone pebble conglomerate that
transitions landward to more of a limestone than conglomerate.
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Figure 15. A) Map of terrace physiography of the Lautem Profile (126º 55’ 58.07”E, 8º 20’ 26.43”S),
approximately 3.5 km east of the town Lauten. Terraces are terminated by mass wasting on the eastern
side, possibly due to a fault. B) Simplified profile emphasizing terrace inner margin altitudes and sample
locations.
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Terrace VI. This is the broadest terrace with an outer margin at 68 m asl and an inner margin
between 90 and 98 m asl. The terrace surface is mostly a cemented conglomerate. Near a small
step at 71 m asl, in situ massive coral are exposed, but very altered. From this mark to
approximately 98 m asl in situ coral heads are patchy with occasional conglomerate. Terraces
above VI were surveyed but are not visible on aerial photographs where the region appears to be
influenced by slumping.

The Com Profiles are located 3 km west of Com and 16 km east of Lauten (Fig.
16). Field surveys and aerial photo mapping indicate there are a few, if any, laterally
continuous terraces. The only mapped inner margin is 3–5 m asl and is observed cut into
slumped material. Only localized surfaces are tilted, some tilt to the southeast and others
tilt northwest. Near the Com 2 profile relatively flat surfaces branch off from one another
and are all back-tilted to the southeast. Landslide scarps are also visible near the coast.
These observations could be a combination of primary depositional features or
faulted/slumped features. A stratigraphic study and more detailed mapping could
possibly constrain the cause of tilting. Several samples (Com-19a, Com-19b, Com-21,
Com-26a, Com-27, Com-45b, and Com-46) were collected to constrain the age range of
these surfaces. These samples range from 117,885 ± 796 and 130,881 ± 925 years
randomly up to 45 m asl (Table 3).
Near the landward margin of a small cove (Com 1 Profile, Fig. 16B) there is a
quarry exposing three depositional units. The surface is at approximately 11 m asl where
the top unit is a coarse sandstone only a few meters thick. The second unit is a 3-4 meter
thick layer of Acropora formosa fragments. The bottom unit exposes 1.5-2 meters of in
situ massive coral and Tridacna shells. Samples Com-18a and Com-18c are collected
around 3 m asl and yield ages of 6,593 ± 44.6 and 7,287 ± 48.6 years (Table 3).
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Figure 16. A) Map of generalized terrace physiography for the Com Profiles. The quarry thought to
contain Holocene age coral is located at 127º 2’ 16.848”E, 8º 20’ 26.993”S . Note that the only in-place
inner margin is 3-5 m asl. Also, some terraces dip SE. B) and C) Simplified profiles emphasizing terrace
inner margin altitudes and sample locations.
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Poros – Tutuala (Ponte Tei)
This region encompasses the eastern tip of East Timor and the location of the
Ponte Tei profile (Fig. 17). The area is extremely vegetated, which makes both aerial and
field mapping difficult. The majority of mapped inner margins are the result of high
risers (paleo-sea cliffs) casting shadows. Terraces are extensive and rise above 600 m asl
in the northern region and above 400 m asl in the southeastern region. Slumped areas
commonly break up the lateral continuity and possibility of correlations.
In the field, we took a boat east from Com along the north coast past Tutuala and
slightly around the northeastern point of the island. A steep landslide stretches 3–4 km
inland along the first 14 km of coastline. This landslide exposes a mélange composed of
clay, siltstone and greenish sandstone blocks just east of the port near Com. Less than a
kilometer from the eastern extent of the landslide is an exposed unit of thinly laminated
purple-green slate, likely Permian in age (Audley-Charles, 1968). This unit is also a
basal contact for the lowest emergent reef complex, forming an angular unconformity.
Bedding planes are tilted 30º SE and strike 070. This attitude is consistent with bedding
plane measurements complied through-out Timor (Zobell, 2007) that form the limbs of
ENE-WSW oriented folds. These structures indicate a maximum stress direction of
NNW-SSE. There is a slight SE tilt of the highest terrace surface (Terrace X). Terraces
to the north of this surface and below 400 m asl show very little tilt.
As a preliminary geomorphological analysis, 10 major terraces are defined based
on the broadest surfaces, each containing multiple subterraces or benches (Fig. 17). The
profile is similar to that of Ponte Liarua near Baucau with a lower set of six terraces, a
steep slope from 130 m asl to c. 250 m asl, and multiple higher broad surfaces – the
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Fig. 18

(below) Simplified profile from
sea-level to the highest coral
platform, with assigned terrace
numbers. Note the similarities to
Ponte Liarua (Fig. 6).

Figure 17. Map of generalized
terrace morphology for the coast
between Com and Tutuala. Note
areas of exposed bedrock (left).
The star refers to the Ponte Tei
Profile loction.

highest around 600 m asl. However, the Ponte Tei terraces are narrower by half and
show greater karstification.
Moving east along the coast, past the Ponte Tei profile location, terraces are likely
offset by slumping. Half way between the profile location and the northeastern point
there is only one 2–3 km stretch of terraces in place with 5 terraces below 300 m asl,
which is less than both the number of terraces near the northwest and southeast
promontories. However, the field inspection observed that some terraces have
exceptionally high risers with two or three layers of notches, possibly representing a
higher amount of undercutting and terrace disintegration. South of the northeastern
point, terraces decrease 100 meters over a 4 km distance, as they wrap around the island
along the south coast eventually disappearing. This pattern indicates southward tilting of
eastern most East Timor.
The Ponte Tei profile is located on a coastal promontory named Aimocomenu
approximately 15 km northeast of Com and 1.5 km east of the large landslide (Fig. 18).
Two surveys were conducted at around 1.5 km apart from sea-level to approximately 60
m asl.
Terrace I. This terrace is composed of a fossilized coral grown over deformed bedrock. Terrace
I reaches a maximum inland margin approximately 11 m asl. The surface is composed of karst
relief lime and cemented beach sediments with very little to no coralline fragments. One small
bench cuts into the terrace (inner margin at 7 m asl) but is not continuous. The bench contains a
pebble size breccia of greenish fine-sandstone with a white calcareous matrix. Samples Tei-51
and Tei-52, are from the first site near sea-level at mean seal level. They yield ages of 6,701 ± 53
and 7,057 ± 45 years, respectively (Table 3). Sample Tei-53 is from the second site on the outer
margin of Terrace I, 3-4 m asl and yields an age of 147,253 ± 1161 years (Table 3).
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Terrace II. This terrace has an outer margin at 18 m asl and an inner margin at 23 m asl. The
transition between Terrace I and Terrace II is commonly marked by a riser and overhang.
However, near the profile location the transition is a steep talus slope. Two small sea caves, one
above the other, are found in the slope. From inside one of the caves the material is a massive
poorly sorted conglomerate with calcareous cement. The riser is very weathered with a chalky
appearance and iron staining, possibly indicating that reducing and oxidizing fluids passed through
the system. The likely scenario involves a shallow platform with storm waves carrying waters
into the vadose zone. Some coral is in situ and includes Sample Tei-54, which is from 16 m asl.
This sample yields an age of131,906 ± 852 years (Table 3).
The terrace surface grades from a cemented beach sediment to a dark conglomerate with greenish
fine-sandstone pebbles. The surface slopes up from 23 m asl to a wave-cut notch at 30 m asl,
where coralline material is exposed.
Terrace III. This terrace is one of the first broad and continuous surfaces with an inner margin
approximately 68 m asl. The Terrace has a distinct steep slope with discontinuous steps composed
of thick branching and head coral. Possibly two reef complexes are represented, split by a unit of
beach sediment with acropora fragments. Sample Tei-55 is from the upper complex at 55 m asl
and yields an age of 137,348 ± 1222 years (Table 3).
Terraces IV – VI. These terraces were mapped via aerial photos and are broader than 50 meters
with respective inner margins at c. 87 m, 106 m and 135 m asl (Fig. 17).
Terraces VII – X. These surfaces are very broad with respective altitudes at c. 265 m, 350 m,
512 m, 607 m asl (Fig. 17). Each surface progressively gets broader with altitude, except for
Terrace X, where the extent landward is unknown. The higher surfaces are karst eroded fossilized
coral reefs.
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Figure 18. A) Map of generalized terrace physiography for the Ponte Tei Profile (127º 10’ 34.03”E, 8º
20’ 12.12”S) and surrounding terrane. B) Simplified profile emphasizing terrace inner margin altitudes for
terraces I - V and sample locations.
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Uranium Series Age Analysis
Methods of 234U-230Th isotope analysis of in situ emergent coral terraces, estimate
the age of the terrace and constrains the time of various sea-level elevations. U-series
analyses for fossil coral is a well established and widely applied technique (e.g. Edwards
et al., 1987; Kaufman, 1993; Edwards et al., 2003; Scholz et al., 2004; Scholz and
Mangini, 2007).
Uranium (U) isotopes are soluble and remain in solution in seawater, where they
are incorporated into carbonate complexes [UO2(CO3)34-] (Ku, 2000), which
coprecipitiate with calcium carbonate. Freshly precipitated coralline aragonite contains
U at about 2 - 4 ppm, dependant on coral species (Cross and Cross, 1983; El-Asmar
1997; Ku, 2000). Therefore, unaltered coral contains an appreciable concentration of U.
In contrast, thorium (Th) isotopes are insoluble; therefore, little to no Th is incorporated
into the coralline structure (Bourdon et al., 2003). The amount of 230Th is a measure of
time and initial U content with a mean life of 352,700 years. Upon death of the
organism, if the coral skeleton behaves as a nearly closed system, these nuclides are
suitable for determining the age of Quaternary coral. A more extensive description is
given by Edwards et al. (2003).
Uranium is lost during diagenesis. Therefore, the range over which coral can be
aged by the 234U-230Th method is set by the tendency for aragonite to recrystallize to
calcite (Schwarez, 1989). Aragonite content in this study is evaluated by x-ray
diffraction and collaborated with a petrographic analysis. Sample portions were
submersed in acetone and ground with a mortar and pestle, then “milled” to a relatively
uniform grain-size of 10 m to eliminate particle-size effects during x-ray diffraction.
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Analyses were completed on a Powder X-Ray Diffractometer with High Temperature
Stage (1992, Scintag) at Brigham Young University, Provo. Slits sizes were 1 and 3 for
the tube and 0.3 and 0.1 for the detector. The XRD machine scans from 25 to 32 2-theta
angles. The valued aragonite peaks, located at theta 26.1 and 27.1, and calcite peaks at
theta 29.4 are recorded. The percent aragonite in each sample is calculated by a
calibration curve (ratio of the calcite fundamental peak height to the aragonite
fundamental peak height verses percent aragonite) (Appendix C: part 2).
Uranium and Thorium extractions as well as U-series age analyses were
conducted at the National Taiwan University, Department of Geosciences, following
methods similar to Shen et al. (2002). The isotopic compositions of U and Th were
measured in solution on an inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS).
The ICP-MS is calibrated to an accepted standard (NBL-112A), and between runs the
chamber is cleaned until the background blank is < 0.1 ‰.
Reliability Criteria
The U-series age method assumes that the initial 230Th/238U = 0 and that all
changes in isotope ratios are the result of radioactive decay (Scholz and Mangini, 2007).
To accommodate these assumptions the specimens must have remained a closed system
to all net gain or loss of U or Th, which is evaluated by the following geochemical
criteria:
i) Carbonate should be 100% unaltered aragonite.
ii) There is a negligible concentration of 232Th, an indication that there is likely no
detrital 230Th contamination.
iii) The (243U/238U)initial ratio is equal to that of modern seawater, within certainty.
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Samples that meet these criteria are considered “reliable” ages within analytical
uncertainties (± 1,000 years) (Gallup et al., 1994). Samples that deviate from these
criteria are further distinguished as either “reference” or “unreliable”. Reference ages
result due to minimal alteration and have true uncertainties that are likely 2-3 magnitudes
greater than analytical uncertainty (Appendix D). Reference ages are only referred to if
no reliable data is available. Unreliable ages indicate that an extensive amount of
alteration has taken place or the samples are contaminated by open system behavior.
Table 2 lists the age reliability (reliable, reference, and unreliable) and associated
brackets of geochemical criteria used for this study. For an in-depth description and
methodologies associated with these criterions see Appendix C.

Table 2. Geochemical criteria for reliable, reference and unreliable ages.

Percent Aragonite
Reliable

0 % recrystallized
> 97 % primary aragonite

Reference

Detrital
Contamination
230

Th/232Th > 108 ppm

232

Initial Uranium
[234U/238U] initial = 1.147 ± .005
234

δ

Th less than 2 ppb

1 - 10 % recrystallized

[

234

U/

238

U initial 142 - 152

U] initial = 1.158 ± .005

δ234U initial 153 – 163

Unreliable

> 10 % recrystallized
< 90 % primary aragonite

230

Th/232Th < 108 ppm
needs correction

[234U/238U] initial > 1.164
δ234U initial > 164

Laboratory Results
XRD results determined 26 coralline samples from the original 61 collected in
2005 contained > 90% aragonite. Three additional samples ranged between 80% and 89
% aragonite. Therefore, 29 samples were chosen for U-series age analysis. The
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locations for these samples are highlighted in Table 1 and the “Results of Marine Terrace
Mapping: Subau to Ponte Tei” section.
U-series ages are summarized in Table 3. Ten samples meet all three of the
geochemical criteria listed above and are considered reliable (Table 3a). Four additional
samples (Sub-33, Lia-38, Com-19a and Com-21) met the two most important criteria, no
detrital contamination and near modern values of initial Uranium. Three of these samples
(Sub-33, Lia-38 and Com-21) are borderline reliable according to the initial Uranium
values, and their aragonite percentages range from 97% to 87%. After petrographic
analysis, sample Lia-38 appears to have undergone minimal micritization at the coral
surfaces and contains a < 5% secondary calcite rind along the surface and will therefore
be considered reliable for this study (Fig. 19a).
Results for an additional eight samples are considered reference ages (Table 3b).
Aragonite percentages range from 100% to 84%. An additional three samples are
considered borderline reference according to the high initial Uranium content (Man-35,
Lia-37 and Tei-53). After petrographic analysis, sample Lia-37 contains > 95% primary
aragonite and will therefore be considered a reference age (Fig. 19b). Man-35 and Tei-53
have undergone sufficient alteration and contains both a secondary calcite and aragonite
rind along the surface and will therefore be considered unreliable (Fig. 19c and d).
Based on all three criteria, sample Lia-29 is unreliable. Another three samples are
also considered unreliable by this study due to δ234U content >168 and sufficient
secondary calcite or aragonite (Man-34, Lau-11 and Tei-55). These samples range from
98% to 82% aragonite, which shows that reliable samples cannot be based solely on high
aragonite content. This study recognized the problem of a secondary aragonite
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Table 3. Sample details and U-series age analysis results (NTU).
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Figure 19. Selected thin-sections. White spaces are pores and tan-blue material is the coralline structure.
(a) Sample Lia-38 with some localized micritization (black) and secondary calcite (clear small blocks on
coral surface). (b) Sample Lia-37. (c) Sample Man-35 with secondary calcite. (d) Sample Tei-53 with
extensive micritization and secondary calcite rind on coralline surfaces. (e) Sample Bui-31, very clean and
provides an reliable age. (f) Sample Tei-54, although 97% aragonite >10% is a secondary aragonite (clear
bladed forms on coralline surfaces), resulting in an unreliable age.
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precipitate (Fig. 19 e and f) and applies a micro-shaving technique to eliminate these
surface precipitates (Appendix C: part 4). The method targets the coral wall and was
limited to specimens with thick walls (≥ 1 mm). Two reliable samples were used as
control specimens for two reference and two unreliable samples. Drilling methods
increased calcite percentage; however, all samples are greater than 90% aragonite. The
micro-drilled sample separations and analyses were also conducted at NTU. Both
reliable samples remained reliable and both reference samples dropped δ234U content to
within modern values (Lia-38 and Lau-12 in Table 3). This method merits further
examination.

ANALYSIS OF EUSTATIC AND TECTONIC EFFECTS
Identifying relative movement between the sea and the land consists of three
primary variables: the altitude and age of paleo-shorelines (terrace inner margins), and
the initial sea-level based on regional and local changes of sea level. Surface uplift rates
are calculated by adjusting the modern altitude by the seal level at the time of terrace
formation and dividing by the terrace age.
The net movement of the crust cannot be resolved, however, if the Quaternary
sea-level changes are not well known. This study combines two Late Quaternary sealevel curves based on studies by multiple authors over the last several decades (Lambeck
and Chappell, 2001; Cutler et al., 2003). Both curves rely primarily on Huon Peninsula,
Papua New Guinea and Barbados corals that have formed since c. 140 ka. An extended
sea level history is approximated by Shackleton et al. (1990) and Bintanja et al. (2005),
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which is based on benthic isotopes from multiple global records. These data estimate the
timing and sea-level heights of older highstands up to 1.0 Ma. For more recent Holocene
sea level changes, reconstructions focusing on the Indo-Pacific are consulted (Pirazzoli,
1991; Hantoro et al., 1994; Woodroffe and Horton, 2005; Horton et al., 2007).
Marine terraces can be correlated with interglacial and interstadial sea level
highstands associated with warm periods in the marine oxygen isotope stages (MIS).
These worldwide highstands and age for the last 1 Ma are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. List of estimated highstand MIS and Age, complied from Bloom et al., 1974; Chappell, 1974;
Chappell and Shackleton, 1986; Shackleton et al., 1990; Gallup et al., 1994; Ludwig et al., 1996; Esat,
1999; McCulloch and Esat, 2000; Lambeck and Chappell, 2001; Chappell, 2002; Muhs, 2002; Robinson et
al., 2002; Peltier, 2002; Cutler et al., 2003; Bintanja et al., 2005; Thompson and Goldstein, 2006; Siddall et
al., 2007.

MIS
1
2a
3a
3c
4?
5a
5c
5e
7a
7c
7e
9
11
13
15a
17
19
21
25

Age (ka)
6
40
49-52
60
71
78-84
100-106
118-128
~200
~212
~230
~320
~400
~480
~570
~690
~780
~855
~950
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Since the process of age determination for terraces is possibly complicated by the
superposition of coral of different ages, this study applies two models for terrace
formation. The first model assumes that the main structure of each terrace mimics that of
a carbonate ramp, which forms as a fringing reef grows upward at the pace of sea level
rise (Fig. 20a). When sea level falls, the reef complex is abandoned. In order to
completely preserve the reef, it must be uplifted above the reach of subsequent
highstands. In this case the uplifted coral is a part of a purely constructional terrace
where the base corals are slightly older than the top corals, which correlate to the age of a
highstand (Fig. 20a). According to this model the immediate overlying inner margin
should then correlate with the same age sea-level highstand.
If the reef complex is thick (e.g. > 30 meters) and is not uplifted higher than the
next sea-level highstand or if sea-level stalls while lowering it can form an erosional
terrace. An erosional terrace obliterates portions of the record by eroding sufficiently
into the landscape of older coral (Anderson et al., 1999). These erosional surfaces are
younger than the age of the coral they are composed of (Fig. 20b). Therefore, this
scenario causes a problem with interpreting terrace age from a coral age. For example,
the modern reef in East Timor is >50 meters thick and has prograded 100-300 meters
offshore (Hantoro et al., 1997). The MIS 5e interstadial highstand (118-128 ka) was of a
similar magnitude to the present highstand and most likely produced a similar sized reef
complex. Younger terraces are then formed, eroded into the 5e extensive reef complex,
assuming low uplift and/or there are regressional standstills. Therefore, if a sample from
the lowest terrace yields an age of 131 ka, the assumption that the proximate inner margin
correlates to the 5e highstand is wrong and would result in a much lower uplift rate.
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a)

b)

Figure 20. Illustration of a) a purely constructional terrace and b) an erosional coral terrace during net
uplift. The purpose for distinguishing the two models is to avoid confusing the bulk coral age and the
terrace age.
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This study attempts to correct this problem by estimating an uplift rate directly
from the coral age and current coral altitude. The inferred amount of uplift is determined
by adding the estimated growth depth (GD) to the present coral elevation (CE), minus the
predicted altitude of sea level (SLage) for the given age [(CE + GD) - SLage]. The growth
depth is estimated from common fringing reef environments, identified by coral genus
and specie (Appendix A). Surface uplift is then calculated by dividing the inferred uplift
by the age of the coral.
The method relies heavily on the eustatic sea-level curve where past intervals of
rapid sea-level change introduces significant error into the sea-level correction. In such
cases, the uplift rate results as a broad range. To narrow this uplift range, the upper and
lower limits are graphed to correlate patterns of inner margin altitudes with that of
highstand frequencies. The correlation involves matching line-spacing patterns between
terrace inner margin altitudes (x-axis) and ages of sea-level highstands (y-axis). The
slope of these matches represents the uplift rate (m/ka). Modern sea-level is valued at
zero on the x-axis. Terrace inner margins are plotted as positive values above sea-level;
however, it should be noted that the past sea-level highstands have been both higher and
lower then the modern sea-level. These sea-level variations with time are presented as a
curve with both negative and positive factors that must be added or subtracted to terrace
altitudes. Similar methods have been previously applied with success (e.g. Chappell,
1974; Jouannic et al., 1988; Pirazzoli et al., 1991; Vita-Finzi and Hidayat, 1991; Pirazzoli
et al., 1993; Hantoro et al., 1994; Bard et al., 1996; Merritts et al., 1998; Taylor et al.,
2005). The purpose of comparison is to identify a plausible best-fit solution for terrace
ages. A best-fit solution results when sea-level highstands correlate directly with changes
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in coral stratigraphy, broad terraces, and notch elevations. This method assumes that
uplift rates have been fairly constant and the eustatic sea-level curve is reliable.

Estimates of Late Quaternary Surface Uplift Rates
Uplift rates for each transect are calculated using either or both constructional and
erosional methods presented above, depending primarily on coral data available. In
general, the constructional model results in uplift rates with less uncertainty because
highstands are better constrained than transitional periods on the sea-level curves.
However, more often than not, constructional uplift rates favored middle to higher rates
within the erosional range of uplift rates. Therefore, the upper limits of the erosional
uplift rates are more likely to provide a best-fit solution.
The present set of 230Th ages results in only preliminary uplift rates. These uplift
rates rest essentially on one or two U-Th ages and currently published eustatic sea-level
curves. For these reasons, the present conclusions remain provisional. Many more
analyses, particularly on higher terraces are needed to narrow error margins and confirm
the actual elevation of the stage 5e terrace.
Subau-Manatuto
At Subau, one coral sample from the crest of Terrace II yields an age that
correlates with the MIS 5e interstadial sea-level highstand. Since the sample was not in
situ and no corals existed above, the amount of uplift is estimated from the stage 5e paleo
sea-level and the present inner margin of Terrace II (c. 16 m asl). Most sea-level
estimates corresponding to stage 5e range from 0 m to as high as 8 m; therefore, the uplift
rate for this terrace is estimated at 0.1 m/ka (Fig. 21).
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Figure 21. Graphed correlations of Quaternary global eustatic sea-level highstands and terrace altitudes for
the Subau Profile. Quaternary global eustatic sea-level highstands altitudes and ages are combined from
Lambeck and Chappell (2001) and Cutler et al. (2003), grey portion represents error. Marine terraces are
illustrated by the gray bars on the y-axis; longer bars represent more prominent terraces. Red lines
connecting inner margin altitudes to the sea-level curve represent position of rising terraces with time
(since formation) at a constant uplift rate.
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No samples from the Manatuto site yield reliable or reference ages. However,
Terrace III is the most extensive surface and may represent the 5e interstadial sea-level
highstand, which in other profiles is characterized as one of the broadest surfaces. A very
low surface uplift rate of 0.2–0.3 m/ka is estimated using the stage 5e sea-level and the
present inner margin of Terrace III (c. 39 m asl). Assuming this uplift rate, the lower
terraces at both 17 and 10 m asl are near the predicted heights for the 5c (100-106 ka) and
5a (78-84 ka) surfaces (Fig. 22).
Chappell and Veeh (1978) surveyed a site approximately 10 km to the east of the
Manatuto transect and estimated a preliminary uplift of 0.5 m/ka. Applying this uplift
rate to the Manatuto profile Terrace I and Terrace II correlate with 5a, Terrace III with
5c, and Terrace IV as the stage 5e highstand (Fig. 23). In addition, Terrace V and VI (79
m and 100 m asl) correlate to the expected heights of interstadial stages 7c and 7e (c. 212
ka and 230 ka). The upper uplift rate is the best-fit solution. However, until more ages
are obtained and stratigraphic relationships are better discerned, the plausible range of
surface uplift for Manatuto will be 0.2–0.5 m/ka.
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Figure 22. Graphed correlations of Quaternary global eustatic sea-level highstands and terrace altitudes for
the Manatuto Profile. The lower curve is provided by Bintanja et al. (2005). Uplift is calculated by
correlating Terrace III to MIS 5e. The difference between 0.2 (solid red lines) and 0.3 (dashed red lines)
m/ka is that MIS 7 is preserved by the upper rate and the lower uplift rate estimates the highest terrace as
MIS 11.
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Figure 23. Graphed correlations of Quaternary global eustatic sea-level highstands and terrace altitudes for
the Manatuto Profile. Blue lines connecting inner margin altitudes to the sea-level curve represent position
of rising terraces with time (since formation) at a constant uplift rate. Note that 0.5 m/ka (estimated by
Chappell and Veeh, 1978) is the best-fit solution in comparison with Fig. 22.
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Ponte Liarua
Two coral samples from the lowest emergent terrace yield ages of 136.6 ± 0.9 and
140.1 ± 1.1 ka (Table 3). There is a disagreement with the exact depth of sea level for
corals aged 136–140 ka. The sea-level curve published by Lambeck and Chappell (2001)
shows a range of -14 to -137 meters as possible depths relative to modern sea-level. A
difference of c. 150 meters over a 4 ka time period indicates that sea level was rapidly
rising (~4 cm per year), likely faster than most coral can grow. This possibility suggests
that the Ponte Liarua coral samples from the lowest terrace could have formed during a
glacial time period and have since been uplifted ~140 meters and cut into by a much
younger event, which increases the plausible surface uplift rates. Therefore, the uplift
rate is estimated based on erosional model – the direct correlation between the coral
samples and the sea-level curve.
Since sample Lia-38 (136.6 ± 0.9 ka) is considered a more reliable age than Lia37, the uplift rate is estimated between 0.2–0.9 m/ka, assuming the sea level at this age
was anywhere between -14 and -112 meters below modern sea level (Fig. 24) and
Platygyra lamellina grew on a reef flat, estimated c. 5 m below sea level (Vernon, 1986;
Hantoro et al., 1997). The upper limit estimates that the largest Baucau platform, located
c. 500–540 m asl, is as young as stage 15 (~ 570–606 Ma) (dashed red lines in Fig. 24).
Assuming the lower uplift rate, the Baucau platform could be c. 2.5-3 Ma (solid red lines
in Fig. 24). Until more age constraints for higher terraces are available, Ponte Liarua has
a very large plausible range of surface uplift. However, the lower limit is unlikely
because of the age of underlying syn-orogenic material, which is estimated as young as
Late Pliocene (Audley-Charles, 1968), and the improbability of preserved terraces older
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than 2 Ma above 500 m asl (Anderson et al., 1999). Neither the upper or lower limit for
the uplift rate correlate well with highstands, which may indicate that the best-fit solution
is in between the limits or that a uniform uplift rate is not a proper assumption. Also,
there are no correlations between 110 and 330 m asl because of a steep slope where no
terraces were mapped. Therefore, if the uplift rate is closer to the upper limit there is a
missing time gap for MIS 7 and 9.
There are a number of terraces and benches at Ponte Liarua that correlate to a
single sea-level highstand and sea-level regression. Terraces that have multiple benches
on a given reef complex associated within a single sea-level highstand are argued in
Papua New Guinea as the result of episodic coseismic emergence, not just a continuously
changing relative sea level (Ota et al., 1993). Further studies on stratigraphy and age
constraint for higher terraces, as well as benches, are needed to help conclude if
coseismic emergence is also case for the terraces at Ponte Liarua.
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Figure 24. Graphed correlations of Quaternary global eustatic sea-level highstands and terrace altitudes for
the Ponte Liarua Profile. The bottom sea-level curve is provided from Bintanja et al. (2005) (blue curve is
estimated sea-levels). Note the large range of uplift for Liarua. The lower limit is unlikely due to how old
the Baucau platform (X) is verses the youngest age of synorogenic sediments (Pliocene) underneath the
terrace deposits and the upper limit poorly correlates.
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Laga
One coral sample from the base of Terrace II yields an age that correlates with the
5c (100–106 ka) interstadial sea-level highstand. Since this particular coral species does
not infer a growth depth, which requires us to base estimates of uplift on the altitude
range of sea-level for stage 5c and the present Terrace II inner margin (c. 22 m asl). A
short-term uplift rate of 0.3–0.5 m/ka is estimated for Laga, assuming that sea-level at
106 ka was -21 ± 9 m (Lambeck and Chappell, 2001) (Fig. 25A).
The lower range of uplift does not account for the observed stratigraphy, as the
third reef complex does not correlate to any highstand. The upper limit of uplift (0.5
m/ka) accounts for the current altitude of all three reef complexes (red boxes in Fig.
25B), including sample Lag-43 in Complex 1. Using a pure constructional model,
Terrace II correlates with the lower limits of stage 5c, Terrace III correlates to sea-level
regression from the interstadial stage 5e, Terrace IV correlates with stage 5e, and Terrace
V correlates to stage 7a (~200 ka). Using both constructional and erosional components,
Terrace II correlates with the upper limit of stage 5a, Terrace III with 5c, and Terrace IV
with 5e. In either case, the best-fit uplift rate remains the same. Therefore, until more
age constraints are acquired, the total amount of surface uplift for the Laga profile is
likely 0.5 m/ka.
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Figure 25. Graphed correlations of Quaternary global eustatic sea-level highstands and terrace altitudes for
the Laga Profile. A) upper and lower uplift rates determined by a pure constructional model correlating
Terrace II with MIS 5c. B) Red boxes represent individual reef complexes and are numbered according to
vertical sequence (1 lower than 2, which is lower than 3). Note the upper limit uplift accounts for observed
stratigraphy, which correlates the Terrace II inner margin to the upper limit of MIS 5a or the lower limit of
MIS 5c. The later would indicate a pure constructional formation and the former indicates constructional
with an erosional component; however, both conclude the same best-fit uplift of 0.5 m/ka.
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Ililai
One coral sample was collected from the base of Terrace II and yields an age that
likely correlates with a minor highstand at 71 ka during the transition from MIS 5a to
MIS 4 (Lambeck and Chappell, 2001). It should be noted that a highstand at 71 ka is not
documented by Cutler et al. (2003). The specie of sample Bui-41 does not estimate a
growth depth; therefore, the surface uplift is estimated assuming a constructional model.
The resulting surface uplift ranges between 1.0 and 1.2 m/ka, using the range of sea-level
for the minor highstand at 71 ka (-35 – -47 meters) and the present altitude of Terrace II
(inner margin at 38 m asl and benchmark at 26 m asl). Terraces correlating to interstadial
stages 5a, 5c and 5e are Terraces III, IV and V. Correlation of Terraces V through VIII
favors a lower uplift rate of 1.0 m/ka (Fig. 26).
Another possible interpretation is to consider the 26 meter bench of Terrace II as
an individual terrace. In this case, the surface uplift rate could be as low as 0.9 m/ka (Fig.
27). At this rate, the 5e terrace is predicted to correlate to Terrace IV (110 meter
surface). However, stages 5a, 5c, 7, 9 and 11 poorly correlate to Terraces II, III and V–
VII. Therefore, the estimated total uplift for the Ililai profile will remain at 1.0 – 1.2
m/ka.
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Figure 26. Graphed correlations of Quaternary global eustatic sea-level highstands and terrace altitudes for
the Ililai Profile. This uplift rate was determined assuming the constructional model, where Terrace II
correlates to the 71 ka highstand. Note that MIS 5e, 7 and 9 favor the 1.0 m/ka constant uplift, but 1.2 m/ka
is favored by MIS 5c, 3 and 5.
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Figure 27. Graphed correlations of Quaternary global eustatic sea-level highstands and terrace altitudes for
the Ililai Profile. This uplift rate was determined assuming the constructional model, where the bench at 26
m asl on Terrace II correlates to the 71 ka highstand. Note that stages 5a, 5c, 9 and 11 do not correlate.
Therefore, either 0.9 m/ka is not the best-fit solution or that a uniform uplift rate is not a proper assumption.
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Buiomau
Similar to Ililai, the Buiomau 2 profile has one coral sample from the base of
Terrace II that yields an age of 74.9 ± 0.48 ka (Table 3) and likely represents a sea-level
standstill or rise around 71 ka. A surface uplift rate of 0.8 – 1.3 m/ka is calculated
assuming sea-level at c. 75 ka was -51 ± 16 m (Lambeck and Chappell, 2001; Cutler et
al., 2003) and Goniopora palmensis grew, ~ 2 m below sea level. A comparison of inner
margin altitudes and highstand frequency indicates that 0.8 m/ka is likely too low, and at
1.3 m/ka the stage 5e terrace is not preserved (Fig. 28A). The constructional model,
which correlates Terrace II (c. 28 m asl) to the 71 ka (-35 – -47 meters) interstadial
highstand, yields surface uplift rates between 0.9 and 1.0 m/ka. Within this range, the
lower uplift rate is a best-fit solution (Fig. 28B). Therefore, the likely surface uplift rate
for Buiomau 2 is 0.9 – 1.3 m/ka. The upper limit remains at 1.3 m/ka since it is possible
that the 5e terrace has not been preserved. Within the lower limits (0.9-1.0 m ka),
Terrace V (minimum inner margin altitude of 115 m asl) correlates to stage 5e (118-128
ka), Terrace IV (c. 78 m) as stage 5c (100-106 ka), Terrace III (c. 53 m) as stage 5a (7484 ka), and Terraces II and I as the 71 ka highstand. At the highest rate (1.3 m/ka),
Terrace V correlates to stage 5c, Terrace IV as stage 5a, Terrace III likely correlates to
the 71 ka highstand, and Terraces I and II may record an early stage 3 sea-level
fluctuation.
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Figure 28. Graphed correlations of Quaternary global eustatic sea-level highstands and terrace altitudes for
the Buiomau 2 Profile. A) Uplift rates based on erosional model. The lower limit uplift rate of 0.8 m/ka
has a poor correlation. B) Uplift rates determined by a correlation between Terrace II and the 71 ka
highstand. Note the best-fit solution for Buiomau 2 is likely 0.9 m/ka.
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At the Buiomau 1 site (east of Buiomau 2), one sample near the base of the lowest
emergent reef yields an age of 54.3 ± 0.2 ka (Table 3), which likely correlates to a
possible rise in sea level at c. 52 ka during stage 3 (Lambeck and Chappell, 2001). The
short-term uplift of 1.4–1.6 m/ka is calculated for Buiomau 1, assuming that sea-level at
54 ka was -59 ± 5 m (Lambeck and Chappell, 2001) and Montastrea curta grew on a
reef flat, estimated c. 5 m below sea level. Based on the mean uplift rate (1.5 m/ka) and
the estimates of sea-level highstand altitudes (Lambeck and Chappell, 2001; Gallup et al.,
2002; Cutler et al., 2003), the inner margin of Terrace II (c. 55 m asl) may correlate to the
final highstand of stage 5 (c. 71-72 ka) as sea-level dropped from the 5a highstand (78-84
ka) to the stage 4 semi-glacial time period (Fig. 29). Two coral samples document this
highstand or standstill (Bui-40 from the Buiomau 2 profile and Bui-41 from the Ililai
profile). This area is most promising for more research, as other constructional coral
terraces may be present. It should be noted that there are few to no terraces preserved,
despite the high uplift rate. It is possible that the rapid uplift rates are unfavourable to the
preservation of older shorelines due to the fact that they reach greater heights in less time
and are rapidly dissected. The region from Laga to Lautem is also heavily influenced by
fluvial sedimentation, which commonly interferes with coral growth and increase erosion
rates upon emergence.
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Figure 29. Graphed correlations of Quaternary global eustatic sea-level highstands and terrace altitudes for
the Buiomau 1 Profile. The black line correlates sample Bui-31 to the expected formation depth. The red
box represents reef complexes.
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Lautem
There are four samples from the Lautem profile that yield ages of 137.1 ± 1.4 ka
(Lau-13 at 38 m asl; Table 3), 128.5 ± 1.5 ka (Lau-12 at 45 m asl; Table 3), 111.9 ± 0.58
ka (Lau-10 at 25 m asl; Table 3), and 1.85 ± 1.5 ka (Lau-50 at 1-2 m asl; Table 3).
Samples Lau-12 and Lau-13 come from the upper slope between Terrace III and IV and
correlate with the rapid sea-level rise of the stage 5e interstadial sea-level highstand.
Sample Lau-10, located near the inner margin of Terrace III yields an age that correlates
with sea-level rise to MIS 5c (100-106 ka). Lau-10 has the least amount of sea-level
discrepancy, and also lies within the sea-level range of Lau-12 and Lau-13 (grey vertical
bars on Fig. 30), which provides the best estimate of short-term uplift of 0.6 – 0.9 m/ka.
This assumes sea level at 111.9 ± 0.58 ka was -50 ± 20 m (Lambeck and Chappell, 2001;
Cutler et al., 2003) and Symphyllia recta grew on an upper reef slope, estimated c. 10 m
below sea level. However, both the upper and lower rates of uplift do not correlate to
highstands (Fig. 30). Hence, the more accurate rate must lie in between (e.g. 0.7 – 0.8
m/ka). However, if assuming samples Lau-12 and Lau-13 correlate to a constructional
terrace, Terrace V (~400 m wide at 64 m asl) is the most appropriate surface to represent
the breadth of the stage 5e terrace. The surface uplift rate estimated by this model is 0.5
m/ka, based on the altitude range of sea-level for the 5e highstand at 118-128 ka (0 – 8
meters) and the present altitude of Terrace V (c. 64 m asl). In which case, sample Lau-10
would be either too young or too old by a few 1,000 years, which is within analytical
error of a reference age. Therefore, the plausible range of surface uplift for the Lautem
Profile is 0.5 – 0.8 m/ka.
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A Holocene sample (Lau-50 at 1.85 ± 1.5 ka) only 1-2 m asl may be evidence that
coseismic emergence has occurred on East Timor in the last 2,000 years. No significant
sea-level change has been documented for the past 1,000 years, so this deposit can be
explained as either a storm/tsunami deposit or by crustal deformation, be it coseismic or
aseismic.

Figure 30. Graphed correlations of Quaternary global eustatic sea-level highstands and terrace altitudes for
the Lautem Profile. The vertical grey bars represent the possible formation depths for samples Lau-10, Lau13, and Lau-12. The 0.6-0.9 rate is derived from sample Lau-10 and the rate 0.5 is derived from the
constructional model that correlates Terrace V with stage 5e.
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Com
Another set of emerged Holocene corals comes from the Com site. In this region,
the Holocene corals are the only reef complexes that are in place. Two samples (Com18a and Com-18c) collected from c. 3 m asl yield ages of 6.59 ± 0.04 ka and 7.27 ± 0.05
ka. Assuming Com-18c (Acroporal) grew close to sea-level and placing sea-level at
approximately 0 ± 3 m (Pirazzoli, 1991; Ota et al., 1999; Woodroffe and Horton, 2005;
Horton et al., 2007), we estimate a 0 – 0.8 m/ka surface uplift rate. If we use 8 meters as
the highest record of sea-level, marked by a dense Acropora fragments unit, and the
highest recorded sea-level (3 meters at c. 7,000 ka) (Horton et al., 2007), the uplift is
approximately 0.7 m/ka.
Ponte Tei
The geomorphology for Ponte Tei is very similar to Ponte Liarua. Erosional
terraces are more likely found on promontories where wave action is the greatest. At
Ponte Tei, three coral samples with ages older than 130 ka range from 4 m to 55 m asl
(Tei-53, 4 m asl; Tei-54, 16 m asl; and Tei-55, 55 m asl). Only Tei-54 yields a reference
age at 131.9 ± 0.85 ka and correlates to the rapid sea-level rise before stage 5e. Due to
this rapid transition and large sea-level discrepancies the surface uplift rate is estimated
between 0.3 and 1.0 m/ka, assuming sea-level at c. 131 ka was -62 ± 37 meters (grey
vertical bar on figures 31 and 32) and Platygyra grew on either the upper reef slope or
reef flat, estimated c. 5–10 m below sea level. The lower limit of 0.3 m/ka results in a
better correlation between measured inner margins and sea-level highstands than 1.0
m/ka (Fig. 31); however, the stage 5e surface is small to nonexistent. If we assume the
constructional model and consider the Tei samples as concordant to the sea-level rise of
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stage 5e, Terrace III is the most likely surface to represent the 5e terrace. The surface
uplift rate estimated is 0.5 m/ka, based on the altitude range of sea-level for the 5e
highstand at 118-128 ka (0 – 8 meters) and the present altitude of Terrace V (c. 68 m asl).
In which case, sample Tei-54 would be either too young or too old by a few 1,000 years,
which is within analytical error of a reference age. Assuming this uplift rate Terrace III
correlates to stage 5e, the 48 m asl benchmark within Terrace III may correlate to stage
5c, and Terrace II and I correlates to stage 5a (Fig. 32A).
Another interpretation is to consider the breadth of Terrace VI (inner margin at
135 – 145 m asl near the base of a large slope) as the stage 5e highstand. In this case, the
surface uplift rate could be as high as 1.2 m/ka. An uplift rate of 1.2 m/ka correlates well
enough to be considered a possible solution (Fig. 32B) and correlates Terrace X (c. 610
m asl) with stage 15 at ~ 570 Ma (Fig. 32C). Therefore, the Ponte Tei profile has a
surface uplift rate of 0.5 – 1.2 m/ka. A rate of 1.2 m/ka is to be the best-fit solution.
However, at this rate, the data provided by the Tei samples become obsolete because the
growth depth over the age range does not correlate.
An in situ Holocene coral collected from 0–0.5 m asl (Tei-52, 7.05 ± .05 ka) in a
protected cove estimates an uplift of 0 – 1.5 m/ka, assuming sea-level was -1 ± 4 m at 7
ka and the coral (Goniopora) grew c. 2 – 5 meters below sea-level. Large uncertainties
associated with the Indo-Pacific sea-level estimates from 7.6 ka to 6.4 ka result in a large
range of estimated uplift rates. A local Holocene sea-level curve and better defined
growth depth for Goniopora would help reduce the uncertainty.
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Figure 31. Graphed correlations of Quaternary global eustatic sea-level highstands and terrace altitudes for
the PonteTei Profile. Uplift rates determined by the erosional model and plausible growth depths of Tei-54.
The upper limit appears to have a poor correlation relative to the lower limit.
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Figure 32. Graphed correlations of Quaternary global eustatic sea-level highstands and terrace altitudes for
the PonteTei Profile. A) Uplift determined by the constructional model correlating Terrace III to stage 5e.
B) Uplift also determined by the constructional model, correlating Terrace VI to stage 5e. Both uplift rates
are reasonable solutions, though 1.2 m/ka (blue lines) is the best-fit solution. C) The 0.5 m/ka uplift
correlates Terrace III to the MIS 5e and 1.2 m/ka correlates Terrace VI to the MIS 5e interstadial highstand.
Note the higher uplift is a better long-term solution and estimates Terrace X as ~570 ka (MIS 15).
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CONCLUSION
The marine terraces from the northern coast of East Timor provide key constraints
for the neotectonic evolution of the Timor region and arc-continent collision processes in
general. Surface uplift rates along the north coast vary between 0.0 and 1.6 m/ka with a
mean uplift of 0.6 m/ka for the last 150,000 years. The pattern of tectonic uplift across an
east-west transect shows little to no surface uplift from Dili to Subau and an abrupt
increase from 0.1 m/ka to 0.4 ± 0.1 m/ka between Subau and Manatuto (Fig. 33A). From
Manatuto to Laga, the mean uplift is estimated at 0.5 m/ka, but may increase to as high as
0.9 m/ka near Ponte Liarua and then decreases to 0.5 m/ka near Laga. From Ililai to
Buiomau 1 the mean uplift increases two-fold to 1.2 m/ka with the possibility of reaching
a rate as high as 1.6 m/ka before the uplift rate decreases to a mean of 0.5 m/ka near
Lautem and eastward to Ponte Tei. Around Ponte Tei, the uplift rate could again be as
high as 1.2 m/ka.
One interpretation of these data is a combination of lithospheric and crustal
components of uplift. The lithopheric component could contribute a background uplift
rate of ~0.5 – 0.6 m/ka over a 170 km lateral distance and possibly a > 170 km
wavelength, based on the mean uplift for the north coast of East Timor. Uplift rates
resulting from a lithospheric mechanism should be relatively uniform over a broad
length-scale > 200 km (Savage, 1983; Stephenson and Cloetingh, 1991; Zhong, 1997;
Cloetingh et al., 1999). Superimposed on the lithospheric uplift rate is a crustal
component of uplift (Fig. 33B and C). Crustal deformation is needed to explain the
locally high rates of up to 1.6 m/ka at wavelengths < 15 km. Of particular note is the
high uplift in the vicinity of Ililai and Buiomau. The anomalous high uplift at a
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wavelength of < 15 km indicates that crustal scale deformation has influenced the
neotectonic evolution of East Timor in the last 150 ka. Rapid emergence of this area may
be amplified by fluvial denudation influencing isostatic adjustments; however, at such
scales it is likely associated with folding above north-directed thrust faults as imaged
along the deep seismic reflection profile immediately to the east of the uplifted coral
terraces (Snyder et al., 1996). This would imply that there is neotectonic crustal
deformation of the mature collisional stage. Likely due to activity of faults in the
accretionary retro-wedge as strain is partitioning away from the Timor trough. Perhaps
the Timor region is not as mature as previously thought and that the current seismic gap
actually represents a locked segment of the retro-wedge.
Multiple notches and benches within a single terrace, along with coral age
determinations of < 7,000 may indicate coseismic deformation. These features merit
further investigation. The northern coast of East Timor also represents one of the most
complete series found in literature for the mid-Pleistocene time interval, including rare
corals representing the marine isotope stage 3.
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A)

B)

C)
Figure 33. A) Compilation of uplift rates from Dili to Tutuala along an east-west transect. B) One
interpretation, where only one wave of crustal scaled deformation superimposes a background uplift rate of
0.5 – 0.6 m/ka. C) Since the upper limits of erosional methods are favored when compared to
constructional methods, another interpretation may include at least three waves of crustal scaled
deformation, with the most recent activity in the Ililai-Buiomau and Tei regions.
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Appendix A: Coral Samples and Identification
Coral specimens collected in July-August 2005 from along the coast of East Timor.
Part 1. List of all samples collected and storage location.
Key for abbreviations:
ie – inner edge
oe – outer edge
rc – reef crest (coral terrace)
GP – growth position coral
Part 2. Specimens used for age analysis are identified and listed in numerical order.
Corals where photographed as a whole and cut perpendicular to growth patterns.
Some specimens had thin sections made. Coral Genus and specie assignments
were based on descriptions and photographs provided by Veron, J.E.N., 1986.
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Part 1.
Field Season 2005- Dr. Dorothy Merritts, Nicole Cox, Octávio Do R.M. Da Piedade

Coral Terrace Samples
Date

Sample
Site

Sample
#

Sample Code

Storage
Location

7/20/2005

Lautem

1
2
3
4
5
6

TL-0720/05-Lau-01
TL-0720/05-Lau-02
TL-0720/05-Lau-03
TL-0720/05-Lau-04
TL-0720/05-Lau-05
TL-0720/05-Lau-06

F&M
BYU
BYU
BYU
BYU
BYU

7
8
9
10
11

TL-0720/05-Lau-07
TL-0720/05-Lau-08
TL-0720/05-Lau-09
TL-0720/05-Lau-10
TL-0720/05-Lau-11

F&M
BYU
BYU
BYU
BYU

12

TL-0720/05-Lau-12

BYU

14
14a
14b
15
16
17
18a
18b
18c
19a
19b

TL-0720/05-Lau-14
TL-0722/05-Lau-14a
TL-0722/05-Lau-14b
TL-0722/05-Lau-15
TL-0722/05-Lau-16
TL-0722/05-Lau-17
TL-0722/05-Com-18a
TL-0722/05-Com-18b
TL-0722/05-Com-18c
TL-0722/05-Com-19a
TL-0722/05-Com-19b

BYU
BYU
BYU
BYU
BYU
BYU/F&M
F&M
BYU
F&M
F&M
BYU

20a
21
22a

TL-0723/05-Com-20a
TL-0723/05-Com-21
TL-0723/05-Com-22a

BYU
BYU
BYU/F&M

23
24
25a

TL-0723/05-Com-23
TL-0723/05-Com-24
TL-0723/05-Com-25a

F&M
BYU
F&M

26
26
27
28
29

TL-0723/05-Com-26a
TL-0723/05-Com-26b
TL-0723/05-Com-27
TL-0725/05-Lia-28
TL-0725/05-Lia-29

BYU
BYU
BYU
F&M
BYU

7/22/2005

Com

7/23/2005

7/25/2005

Liarua

Comment

rc
rc oe, coral on cong.
rc, on track ~mid slope
slope
slope, large & small bags
1 m below reef crest/
large fan coral/ pink
coral nearby
rc ie, GPS 37
two heads
rc ie, Brain coral GP
slope, excellent fan
rc oe, excellent head
coral
really sam 13, slope,
GPS 49
0.5m below crest, GPS 3
~3 m south of GPS 3
slope, tri-shell
tri-shell
rc oe, coral head GP
fan coral
tri-shell
fan coral below 18a
riser fan coral
on riser
GP coral & loose cup
coral
slope, ~4 m below crest
rc oe, tri-shell GP
coral head, GP next to
fallen acropora ~2m
below oe
slope
Elkhorn, fan coral GP
elkhorn, fan, heads GP in
cave
terrace A
terrace D
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7/29/2005
7/30/2005

Buiomau
Subaun
Manatuto

7/31/2005

East
Baucau
Liarua

8/1/2005

Buiomau
-West

8/2/2005

West
Baucau
Laga

8/3/2005

Com

8/4/2005

Lautem

8/5/2005

Tei

30
31
33
34
35

TL-0725/05-Lia-30
TL-0725/05-Bui-31
TL-0729/05-Sub-33
TL-0730/05-Man-34
TL-0730/05-Man-35

F&M
F&M
BYU/F&M
BYU/F&M
BYU

terrace G
GP

36
37
38
39

TL-0730/05-Ebau-36
TL-0731/05-Lia-37
TL-0731/05-Lia-38
TL-0731/05-Lia-39

BYU
BYU/F&M
BYU/F&M
BYU

GP
GP
GP
altered, 16 m terrace

40
41

TL-0801/05-Bui-40
TL-0801/05-Bui-41

BYU
BYU/F&M

GP
GP

42
43
44
45a
45b

TL-0801/05-Wbau-42
TL-0802/05-Lag-43
TL-0802/05-Lag-44
TL-0803/05-Com-45a
TL-0803/05-Com-45b

BYU
BYU/F&M
BYU/F&M
BYU
BYU/F&M

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

TL-0803/05-Com-46
TL-0804/05-Lau-47
TL-0804/05-Lau-48
TL-0804/05-Lau-49
TL-0804/05-Lau-50
TL-0805/05-Tei-51
TL-0805/05-Tei-52
TL-0805/05-Tei-53
TL-0805/05-Tei-54
TL-0805/05-Tei-55

BYU
BYU
BYU
BYU/F&M
BYU
BYU/F&M
BYU
BYU/F&M
BYU/F&M
BYU/F&M

56

TL-0805/05-Tei-56

BYU

GP?
GP
GP
GP
GP
block from crest %
altered
laucor, GP
laucor-east1, GP
laucor-east2, GP
near beach
GP*
GP*, sealevel
GP
GP
GP
bedrock near beach below coral

GP
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Part 2.

Lau – 10 (TL-0720/05-Lau-10)
Corallite
Structure

-Valley, 12-15 mm wide
-Thick porous walls - parathecal
-Septa evenly spaced, some are thicker than others and taper in, most
are thin
-Septa curve into centers, fuse into 2 or 3 long septas
-well developed columella at center, tabecular and continuous

Colony Form: Flabello-meandroid
Growth Form: Massive
Family: Mussidae
Genus: Symphyllia
Species: recta
Environment: Upper reef slopes, fringing reef
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Lau – 11(TL-0720/05-Lau-11)
Corallite
Structure

-Circular
-Calices approx. 5 mm in diameter
-thin walls (septotheca)
-Septa even and same thickness, thick at wall-looks like a sunflower
-Columella is large, tabecular, and discontinuous

Colony Form: Plocoid
Growth Form: Massive, dome-shaped
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Diploastrea
Species: heliopara
Environment: Both exposed and protected reefs, most common on back reef margins.
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Lau – 12 (TL-0720/05-Lau-12)
Corallite
Structure

-Calices are 2-6 mm in diameter
-Circular to oblong
-Trabeculotheca wall, 1 mm
-Septa are evenly spaced, only 1 or 2 cycles
-Meet at poorly developed columella, thin and continuous
-Paliform lobes appear to be absent

Colony Form: Cerioid to submeandroid
Growth Form: unknown
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Platygyra
Species: verweyi
Environment: Common on reef flats.

2x
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Lau – 13 (TL-0720/05-Lau-13)
Corallite
Structure

-Calices are approx. 7 mm in diameter
-Valleys are 3-4 mm wide
-Trabeculotheca, wall very thick, 2 mm
-Septa evenly spaced
-Taper to the center, 2-3 cycles
-Poorly developed columella
-Presence of paliform lobes

Colony Form: Submeandroid to subcerioid
Growth Form: Unknown
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Leptastrea
Species: pruinosa
Environment: Shallow clear water habitats. Intertidal ?
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Com - 18a (TL-0722/05-Com-18a)
Corallite
Structure

-Calices are 6-12 mm in diameter
-Very thin walls, septothecal
-Costae present, septa straight, tightly and evenly spaced, 1-2 order
-Well developed columella, large, trabecular, and discontinuous

Colony Form: Cerioid to plocoid
Growth Form: Massive
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Montastrae
Species: magnistellata
Environment: Protected reef slopes.
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Com - 18c (TL-0722/05-Com-18c)
Corallite
Structure

-Calices are approx. 2 mm in diameter
-Subspherical walls, approx. 1 mm thick, porous, some thin with costae
present connecting one corallite septa with another
-Thin septa, 2-3 order, taper to center, evenly spaced
-Absent columella

Colony Form: Cerioid
Growth Form: Massive to columnar
Family: Acroporidae
Genus: Acroporal
Species: Unknown
Environment: Unknown

2x
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Com - 19a (TL-0722/05-Com-19a)
Corallite
Structure

-Calices are 2-5 mm in diameter
-Subspherical calices are 2-5 mm in diameter
-Wall approx. 1 mm thick
-Septa thin, evenly spaced to irregular 2 cycle
-Columella poorly developed

Colony Form: Subcerioid to submeandroid
Growth Form: Unknown
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Platygyra
Species: verweyi
Environment: Reef flats
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Com - 19b (TL-0722/05-Com-19b)
Corallite
Structure

-Calices are less than 1 mm, spherical
-Six sided
-Thin wall (synapticulothecal)
-Septa tightly packed
-Lacey appearance, not sure if columella is present

Colony Form: Cerioid
Growth Form: Massive
Family: Poritidae
Genus: Porites
Species: montipora ?
Environment: Unknown

4x
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Com – 21(TL-0723/05-Com-21)
Corallite
Structure

-Calices are approx. 2 mm in diameter
-Corallites are circular
-Thin walls (sepothecal)
-Costae visible, connects corallites
-Septa straight, irregular, 2-3 cycles
-Extramural budding
-Columella poorly developed to absent, tabecular and discontinuous

Colony Form: Plocoid, possibly cerioid
Growth Form: Massive
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Montastrea
Species: Unknown
Environment: Unknown
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Com - 26a (TL-0723/05-Com-26a)

Corallite
Structure

-Calices are 1-4 mm in diameter, angular and some elongate, very
crowded
-Thin walls, < 1 mm thick
-Full of long septa
-Alternating long and short
-Fuse together at center
-Columella well developed (trabecular and discontinuous)
-Daughter development in corallites resulting in infant secondary
columellas in larger corallites
-intramural budding

Colony Form: Cerioid to submeandroid
Growth Form: Massive
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Favites
Species: Unknown

Environment: Shallow water habitats; reef flats and fringing reefs
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Com – 27 (TL-0723/05-Com-27)
Corallite
Structure

-Calices are 2-4 mm in diameter, angular
-Wall aprox < 1 mm to very thin (septothecal)
-Septa seem irregular, are thin so easily broken, more evenly spaced for
submeandroid corallite
-Short septa taper inward, long septa fuse/twist at center, monocentric
-Columella developed, trabecular and discontinuous
-No lobes

Colony Form: Cerioid
Growth Form: Massive, spherical
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Goniastrae
Species: edwardsi
Environment: Subtidal
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Lia – 29 (TL-0725/05-Lia-29)
Corallite
Structure

-Immersed corallites, likely radial
-Septa are hard to recognize because the corallite walls are so porous and
delicate, especially in the center of the branch
-No columella

Colony Form: Unknown
Growth Form: Columnar
Family: Acroporidae
Genus: Acropora
Species: Unknown
Environment: Unknown
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Bui – 31(TL-072505-Bui-31)
Corallite
Structure

-Calices are 5-10 mm in diameter
-Corallites are circular or squeezed together
-Septa straight, 2 cycles
-Paliform present
-Costae well developed
-Thin wall (sepothecal)
-Columella well developed, tabecular and discontinuous

Colony Form: Plocoid
Growth Form: Massive
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Montastrea
Species: curta
Environment: Reef flats

2x

cm
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Sub - 33 (TL-072905-Sub-33)
Corallite
Structure
NOT ENOUGH SAMPLE
Colony Form:
Growth Form:
Family:
Genus:
Species:
Environment:
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Man - 34 (TL-073005-Man-34)
Corallite
Structure

-Valleys are approx. 4 mm thick
-Thin wall
-Septa are evenly spaced and thin
-Columella are thin to absent

Colony Form: Meandroid
Growth Form: Massive
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Platygyra
Species: sinesis or acuta
Environment: Back reef margins or shallow fringing reefs, respectively
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Man – 35 (TL-0730/05-Man-35)
Corallite
Structure

-Valleys are 1-2 mm thick
-Septa evenly spaced
-Columella is wall-like along center

Colony Form: Very meandroid
Growth Form: Massive
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Leptoria
Species: phyrygia
Environment: Reef slopes

2x
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Lia – 37 (TL-0731/05-Lia-37)
Corallite
Structure

-Calices are 2-4 mm in diameter, subspherical, 6 sided
-Thin walls < 0.5 mm thick
- Lots of thin septa, normal 3 cycles, evenly spaced
-Well developed columella (trabecular and discontinuous)
-Daughter development in corallites

Colony Form: Cerioid
Growth Form: Massive
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Goniastrea
Species: Unknown
Environment: Intertidal

2x
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Lia – 38 (TL-073105-Lia-38)
Corallite
Structure

-Valleys ~3 mm wide
-Walls ~ 1 mm thick
-Septa straight, evenly spaced, all fuse to a continuous columella
-Lobes present

Colony Form: Meandroid
Growth Form: Massive
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Platygyra
Species: lamellina or sinensis
Environment: Shallow water; back reef margins or reef flats

2x
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Bui – 40 (TL-0801/05-Bui-40)
Corallite
Structure

-Calices are 2-3 mm in diameter, sub spherical, angular, 5-6 sided
-Walls are thin and very porous
-Well developed costae
-Septa evenly spaced, taper to center
-No columella

Colony Form: Cerioid
Growth Form: Columnar to encrusting
Family: Poritidae
Genus: Goniopora
Species: palmensis
Environment: Inshore, fringing reefs
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Bui – 41(TL-0801/05-Bui-41)
Corallite
Structure

-Valleys are ~ 1 cm wide
-Walls are very thin < 0.5 mm
-Septa are equal thickness, irregular
-thin and fragile
-No columella
-Connected by coenosteum

Colony Form: Meandroid - Flabello-meandroid
Growth Form: Massive
Family: Caryophylliidae
Genus: Plerogyra (?)
Species: Unknown
Environment: Protected habitats, crevices and overhangs. Sometimes found on flat
substrates in partially turbid water
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Lag – 43 (TL-080205-Lag-43)
Corallite
Structure

-Valleys are ~ 8-10 mm wide
-Thin fragile walls and septa
-Irregular septa
-Coenosteum connects valleys
-No columella

Colony Form: Flabello-meandroid
Growth Form: Massive
Family: Caryophylliidae
Genus: Plerogyra (?)
Species: Unknown
Environment: Protected habitats: crevices and overhangs
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Com - 45b (TL-0803/05-Com-45b)
Corallite
Structure

-Orientations are splayed in all directions
-Calices are < 1mm in diameter
-Entire coral is a lace of septa, walls are hard to discern
-possibly interconnecting rods and spines

Colony Form: Unsure, possibly cerioid
Growth Form: Massive to columnar
Family: Poritidae
Genus: Alveopora (?)
Species: Unknown
Environment: Unknown

10x
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Com – 46 (TL-0803/05-Com-46)
Corallite
Structure

-Calices are 1-3 mm in diameter and angular, some are elongate
-Thin walls < 1mm
-Full of long septa, alternating long and short, fuse together at center
-Well developed columella
-Daughter development in corralites

Colony Form: Cerioid to sub meandrioid
Growth Form: Massive
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Favites
Species: Unknown… similar to Com 26a
Environment: Likely shallow water
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Lau – 50 (TL-0804/05-Lau-50)
Corallite
Structure

-Calices are 1-2 mm in diameter, uniform
-Thick, ~ 2 mm, porous walls with septo-costae
-Septa taper to center, normal 2 cycles
-Poorly developed columella

Colony Form: Cerioid
Growth Form: Massive to encrusting
Family: Poritidae
Genus: Goniopora
Species: palmensis (?)
Environment: Inshore, fringing reefs
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Tei – 51 (TL-0805/05-Tei-51)
Corallite
Structure

-Calices are ~ 2-3 mm, primarily circular, some elongated up to 5 mm
-Thick walls, ~ 1mm
-Septa straight and irregular (2-3 cycle), long septa fuse at poorly
developed columella (discontinuous to continuous)

Colony Form: Sub meandroid to sub cerioid
Growth Form: Massive
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Platygyra
Species: verweyi or pini
Environment: reef flats

2x
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Tei – 52 (TL-0805/05-Tei-52)
Corallite
Structure

-Calices are 1-2 mm in diameter, circular
-Thick walls, ~ 1 mm, porous
-Septa evenly spaced, normal 3 cycles
-Poor to no columella

Colony Form: Cerioid
Growth Form: Massive ?
Family: Poritidae
Genus: Goniopora
Species: Unknown
Environment: Unknown

2x
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Tei – 53 (TL-080505-Tei-53)
Corallite
Structure

-Calices are ~ 5-6 mm in diameter, angular
-Walls ~ 1 mm thick
-Septa long straight, evenly spaced, all fuse at center
-Well developed columella, discontinuous
-Daughter growth in corallite

Colony Form: Cerioid
Growth Form: Massive (possibly encrusting)
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Favites, possibly Goniastrea
Species: Unknown
Environment: Unknown

2x
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Tei – 54 (TL-080505-Tei-54)
Corallite
Structure

-Calices/valleys are 1-3 mm wide, can be elongated up to 10 mm
-Walls < 1 mm thick
-Septa are thin, irregular, possible 2 cycles
-Poorly developed columella, continuous

Colony Form: Sub cerioid to sub meandroid
Growth Form: Massive
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Platygyra
Species: Unknown
Environment: Upper reef slopes, back reef margins, and/or reef flats

2x
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Tei – 55 (TL-080505-Tei-55)

Corallite
Structure

-Calices are 2-4 mm in diameter, circular
-Walls are very porous (3 very thin walls), connected by septo-costae
and coenosteum
-Septa taper into the center, evenly spaced, most but not all fuse in
center
-Columella poorly to well developed, discontinuous

Colony Form: Cerioid and plocoid (?)
Growth Form: Massive to encrusting
Family: Faviidae
Genus: Favia
Species: matthaii ?
Environment: Upper reef slopes
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Appendix B: Survey Data
Survey data for the Timor-Leste profiles (west to east). Trimble Pro XRF receiver with
OmniSTAR satellite real-time DGPS.
Key for abbreviations:
ie – inner edge
oe – outer edge
rc – reef crest (coral terrace)
rs – reef slope
t – terrace
br – beach rock
GP c – growth position coral
ss – sandstone
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Timor Leste-Subaun
Point #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Point name
reef base
reef base
sam 33
rs
rc
rc ie
rc notch
rc

29-Jul-05
Northing
9061579.624
9061587.24
9061592.78
9061579.841
9061565.077
9061536.832
9061532.627
9061521.859

Easting
Altitude
822972.828 5.24
822955.934 5.01
822932.443 6.03
823237.203 2.07
823241.575
4.2
823251.769 3.81
823238.723
-5.5
823137.193 -6.67

PDOP

high
high

Comment
~3.2 m above, storm deposits?
~4 m above, patch of GP c
6-8 m above, beach rock w/coral frag.
near sealevel, cobble beach
.5 m thick acrop. conglomerate
covered by slope
GP c
GP c, thick (~5-6 m)

Timor Leste - Obrato/Manatuto
Point #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Point name
beach oe
rc
rc
rc ie
rs
ie
rc oe
rc ie
oe
tc mid
t
t
t
t1.5
t1
t ie
t oe
rc ie

Northing
9060311.179
9060304.43
9060296.026
9060290.906
9060281.025
9060268.981
9060263.103
9060269.404
9060274.88
9060267.688
9060235.365
9060135.728
9060054.373
9060074.453
9060028.412
9060038.197
9060055.622
9060065.495

*

Point name
rc oe
rc ie
rc oe
rc ie
rc oe
rc ie
rc oe
rc ie
rc oe
notch
rc oe
rc ie
rc oe
notch
rc oe
rc ie
notch
rc oe
notch
notch
rc oe
rc ie
notch
rc ie
rc oe

Sub-33

30-Jul-05
Easting
Altitude
829093.786 2.83
829086.499 2.93
829073.38
4.21
829054.508 5.94
829041.879 7.11
829036.54 10.07
829028.64 13.68
829004.097 16.43
828983.523 20.96
828968.048 21.97
828933.319 24.66
828987.08 25.89
828960.235 31.54
829023.38 26.03
829150.052 21.65
829170.404 14.36
829201.598 10.61
829212.273 5.68

PDOP

Timor Leste - Liarua
Point #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Samples

Comment
uplifted beach rock, no corals
sparse GP c on beach rock

Samples

road fill between point 3 and 4?
some GP c

Man-34

t0, lime-no visible coral
t0, beach rock w/GP c near slope
t1, graded beach rock
t1
t1, beach rock/conglomerate, coral?
t1
t1 ie going up slope?
t1
t1
t0, GP c
t0, GP c
like point 4, GP c

Man-35

25-Jul-06
9:55:25
Northing
9068122.115
9068090.945
9068070.47
9068043.685
9068036.898
9068030.701
9068023.647
9068020.479
9068007.962
9067979.216
9067971.596
9067951.122
9067945.564
9067924.988
9067908.757
9067888.519
9067879.451
9067853.924
9067850.219
9067843.245
9067835.661
9067831.821
9067798.433
9067775.986
9067723.316
9067696.24
9067585.956

Easting
876072.069
876074.378
876075.322
876062.513
876061.22
876059.915
876061.117
876094.244
876098.685
876105.018
876108.004
876096.923
876097.69
876099.55
876089.865
876039.773
876038.887
876046.506
876046.496
876043.44
876044.974
876051.337
876066.965
876079.957
876103.869
876121.067
876155.761

Altitude
5.955
8.305
12.245
13.995
15.706
16.216
18.594
20.094
23.646
26.059
34.413
35.694
36.157
41.308
43.878
45.637
47.053
55.125
57.381
58.471
62.935
66.733
70.766
78.746
89.637
98.963
118.731

PDOP
2.5
2.3
2.2
3.1
2
2.1
1.9
2.4
2.9
2.4
8.2
2.4
1.9
2.1
2.1
2.5
2.5
2
2.1
2.8
2.4
2.3
2.4
3.8
2.6
3.3
2.7

Comment
GP c, basalt bombs below
pink br, basalt cobbles, thin GP c below
pink br w/ coral frag., basalt cobbles
thin GP c between point 4 and 5
has .5 m step towards point 6
pink br w/ coral frag.
cemented coral frag. coarsens towards ie
basalt cobble lag, Tridacnia
br
base of first notch, some GP c
no GP c, fallen blocks, bad point
cemented sand and coral frag.

Samples
Lia-28,37,38

Lia-39
Lia-29

rs with small steps above, no GP c
base of second notch, large GP c (horn)
breccia on surface from reef slope?
rs
not sure if it's a real knotch
Lia-30
base of notch, lots of GP c
on top of notch
br and basalt cobbles
1st real broad terrace
base of notch, 75 m garmin, 3 m to oe
prominate terrace
oe, 76 paces to ie
115 m garmin, after oe basalt conglome
11:54:35
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Timor Leste - West Baucau
Point #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Point name
t oe
t ie
rs
notch
rc oe
rc
rc

Northing
9065639.542
9065620.889
9065600.933
9065580.215
9065571.511
9065569.033
9065548.17

2-Aug-05
9:45:09
Easting
881125.549
881117.519
881118.809
881124.716
881125.379
881120.696
881112.227

Altitude
2.07
2.79
7.69
12.14
16.01
19.43
19.29

PDOP
<4
<4
<4
<4
<4
<4
<4

*

Comment
Samples
seaward large blocks conglome w/pink matrix
oxidized surface
no corals, well rounded green ss cobbles
could be GP c
Wbau-42
bouldery appearance…slumped?
very flat
very broad too
10:33:41

Timor Leste - East Baucau
Point #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

*

Point name
sea level
notch
notch 2
notch
notch 2
sam 36
rc oe
rc ie
rc oe

Northing
9064568.133
9064553.754
9064542.309
9064524.554
9064501.349
9064469.829
9064535.347
9064514.969
9064501.244

30-Jul-05
15:45:15
Easting
884744.99
884747.466
884758.696
884787.003
884800.346
884797.392
884753.455
884705.033
884686.824

Altitude
-2.76
0.06
3.44
-1.29
0.92
4.22
12.32
12.76
19.22

PDOP

>5

Comment
low tide, dying encrusting corals
modern, blocks, conglome w/coral
above blocks and conglomer GP c
modern
GP c
GP c, most very altered

Samples

Ebau-36

pink matrix br, coral frag.
tilted to south?
16:57:03

There were two additional surveys near Liarua; however, these locations were in the
heart of the Baucau slumped region.

Timor Leste - Laga
Point #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Point name
beach
beach ie
rs
notch
rc oe
rc
rc
congl oe
congl ie
rc oe

Northing
9065419.31
9065411.14
9065392.68
9065382.59
9065382.57
9065350.23
9065271.26
9065260.77
9065059.41
9065010.66

Easting
Altitude
903200.892 -2.53
903203.477 -1.58
903218.798 -3.31
903238.405 4.18
903237.599
4.2
903252.17 18.02
903330.231 21.67
903359.301 27.69
903339.751 37.18
903347.779 54.14

2-Aug-05
03:02:57 or 12:03:05
PDOP
Comment
Samples
2.03 very gravelly, lime cobbles
2.01 some coral under road
2.55 back depression area/fine silts
2.09 GP c above and below, Tridacna
Lag-43
1.9
debris coral rs?
2.59 top of rs
2.63 GP c landward from rs?, pink br w/coral frag
2.25 laminated pebble conglomerate--no coral
2.31
2.36 sam 44 GP c below point, Tridacna
Lag-44
04:35:52 or 13:27:37

*
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Timor Leste - Buiomau 1 & 2
Point #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Point name
rc oe
base salt
base mud 1
basechannel
coral reef
cobble
barnacle
sea level

Buiomau 1
1
Base acrop c
2
Base reef
west 1 km
3
west c1
west 0.5 km
4
west c2
5
question
west 1 km
6
no coral
Buiomau 2
7
west c3
8
congl
west 5-6 km
9
rc oe
10
rc oe

Northing
9069115.95
9068930.40
9068938.90
9068948.93
9068954.14
9068953.58
9068969.69
9069025.38

25-Jul-05
15:14:25
Easting
920700.64
920738.33
920714.59
920692.41
920662.65
920647.66
920564.04
920527.40

Altitude
31.472
34.704
32.697
28.969
26.438
27.527
18.596
5.894

PDOP
2.8
2.4
3.1
3
4.2
2.1
4.4
4.8

9068951.72 920663.601
9068953.66 920645.167

19.83
19.08

2.69
2.78

Comment
Samples
percision (0.8), chert conglome
horizontal sticks?
crude bedding in clay-ss, lower coral cobbles
irregular contact with lower unit
high error (0.9), no GP c top, sam 31 down
Bui-31
base of coral…doesn't match other survey
high error (1.0)
high error (0.9)
16:44:32
1-Aug-05
13:44:45
point 5 from 25-July-05
point 6 from 25-July-05
Bui-31

9068830.24 920341.239

25.72

3.12

rc oe - notch 4.5 m below w/GP c

9068729.34 920249.511
9068734.92 920244.557

28.19
18.4

2.06
2.58

rc oe, mixed layers of GP c and conglome
west c2 base reef

9068489.42 919935.19

31.42

2.58

no coral, possibly covered by wash?

9067347.95 916549.223
9067402.98 916459.831

27.73
16.33

2.14
2.84

rc oe - notch 5.5 m, large Tridacna, GP c
conglome thickens to west, coral pinches out

9068516.14 910126.151
9068517.26 910134.01

24.26
25.68

3.14

Bui-40

slumped section
notch 3.5 m below 4 m below w/sam 41
Bui-41
thin conglomerate w/corals above thick below
7:00:05

*Includes the data for the Ililai profile, which was a continuation of Buiomau 2.
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Timor Leste - Lautem
Point #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

rc ie
rc mid
rc mid

Northing
9074741.49
9074766.78
9074772.79
9074781.25
9074783.69
9074790.64
9074795.86
9074792.791
9074797.39
9074819.199
9074801.076
9074824.512
9074792.172
9074839.132
9074851.004
9074872.07
9074895.887
9074884.769
9074896.701
9074912.459
9074928.435
9074967.418
9074995.583
9074995.545
9075025.76
9075080.993

Easting
934314.06
934298.17
934282.61
934273.33
934235.86
934227.92
934202.71
934175.434
934164.41
934176.759
934134.714
934140.407
934141.863
934140.728
934143.411
934145.306
934141.449
934151.338
934165.216
934137.237
934130.135
934145.059
934181.305
934181.213
934179.314
934184.466

Altitude
136.398
135.322
132.227
130.558
127.933
127.383
124.289
121.089
121.291
120.194
118.01
116.94
119.694
115
114.82
110.531
107.939
107.465
107.218
106.034
102.929
100.81
98.746
98.699
95.567
92.338

PDOP
7.8
7.8
6.7
2.5
3
2.5
3.3
2.8
3.3
3.3
3.3
4.1
3.1
2.2
2.2
2.8
2.5
2.1
2.4
5.9
2
2.1
2.1
3
2.4
2.6

sl
t oe
t med
t ie
rc oe
rc ie
rs
rs
rc oe
rc
rc ie
rs
rs
rc oe
rc
rs
rs
rs/ step
rs
rc oe
rc oe
sam 12
sam 13

9076014.296
9075997.172
9075958.79
9075880.029
9075876.647
9075868.006
9075848.408
9075843.172
9075835.068
9075828.051
9075808.92
9075804.302
9075804.903
9075801.489
9075773.041
9075732.831
9075715.946
9075703.848
9075679.794
9075653.829
9075616.269
9075631.98
9075661.799

933227.682
933236.792
933306.787
933355.547
933357.152
933367.643
933371.134
933376.76
933372.938
933374.756
933381.477
933384.601
933391.364
933392.203
933415.833
933443.414
933450.148
933487.152
933508.256
933531.366
933510.504
933531.796
933514.121

2.805
5.06
3.629
4.928
7.816
8.057
13.294
15.739
18.162
18.18
21.281
21.725
22.612
24.08
25.214
28.428
28.653
32.968
34.127
48.39
47.776
47.716
40.523

2
2.1
3.6
3.8
3.7
3.3
4.3
3.7
6.7
2.5
2.2
2.7
2.5
2.6
2.7
4.4
3.1
6.1
6.7
2.8
2.4
2.3
2.1

trying to connect the center of the other two surveys
1
9075773.941 933419.435 22.787
2
rc mid
9075634.517 933568.24 50.707
3
rc mid
9075586.101 933561.054 53.465
4
rc ie
9075549.016 933570.182 54.004
5
rs mid
9075539.009 933564.597 55.812
6
rc oe
9075501.111 933539.576 60.15
7
re oc2
9075476.614 933518.765 60.893
8
rc mid
9075450.987 933512.692 62.053
9
rc ie
9075405.002 933469.128 61.121
10 rc oe
9075349.678 933458.892 62.822
11 rc ie
9075270.663 933459.974 63.949
12 rs
9075258.77 933474.33 64.47
13 rc oe
9075230.854 933499.821 68.173
14 rc step ?
9075179.235 933493.167 70.838
15 rc mid
9075096.769 933523.328 73.83
16 rc mid
9075049.625 933512.305 75.945
17 rc step ?
9075016.139 933512.987 77.855
18 rc
9074975.887 933515.267 80.712
19 rc
9074969.787 933565.224 82.959
20 rc mid
9074963.636 933674.921 84.539
21 rc ie
9074951.847 933810.36 90.594
22 rs
9074910.683 933874.026 98.632

3.2
3.7
9.9
5.3
6.3
6.9
2.3
6.1
3.2
3.3
3.6
2.8
3.3
3.3
5.2
4.5
3.7
3.8
3.9
2.3
2.4
3.1

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Point name
rc ie
rc oe
rs
rc ie
rc oe
sam 1
rs
rc ie
sam 2
rc oe
rc oe
rs
rc ie
rc oe
rs
rs
sam 3
rc ie
rc oe
rs
rc ie
rc oe

20-Jul-05
11:30:59
Comment
high v. precision error (10.1), S of dirt road
poor v. precision (0.8), N or dirt road
mid-slope, fore reef?
scattered corralin ls blocks
conglome w/ coral frag. (branches)
~0.5 m below rc oe, coral on conglome
very little reef, mostly conglome
possible settlement = pits/loose rock/shells
appears altered w/iron stain

Samples

Lau-01

Lau-02

poor v. precision (1.0) west rc oe of point 10
poor v. precision (1.0), mid slope
poor v. precision (0.9)
mid-slope
thin coral on conglome
Lau-03

mid-slope

clam shells grown on conglome, chert
new terrace? Possibly the same as #21-22
small step with coral, ~4.2 m N of #24
oe, patch of coral on conglome, sam lower 85m
14:03:32
16:22:55
sea leve, gravel and sand, lower tide
berm…Holocene t?
poor v. precision (0.9), sandy w/coral frag
poor v. precision (1.0), exposed coral
GP c., north of road
south of road
poor v. precision (0.9) ,GP c
GP c
poor v. precision (0.9), sam 1 m below
conglome, some have pink color
Tridacna GP
mid, GP c
near top
chemical weathering, 20 cm in relief
ie?, two head corals GP one ~3m south
ie?, poor v. precision (0.8), large slope GP c
GP c
poor v. precision (1.1), GP c
poor v. precision (1.0), GP c
patches GP c
chemical weathering, 5-10 cm relief
rc oe, GP c
back done slope
18:56:44
22-Jul-05
10:20:50
test for altitude, written 41 m, should be like #47
better, head coral
poor v. precision (0.9), same level as sam 12
head coral, crystalline ls, shell frag
notch above, Tridacna just above notch
no ie surveyed, Tridacna GP

Lau-04
Lau-05

Lau-06
Lau-07
Lau-08

Lau-09
Lau-10
Lau-11

Lau-12
Lau-13

Lau-14b
Lau-14a
Lau-15
Lau-16_1

red soil, pebble conglome w/ls
reef rubble w/pebbles & cobbles of coral, veins
no talus, more ls less conglome, written 55 m
red soil
conglome, prominent filled veins, little red soil
poor v. precision (1.0), some GP c, written 64 m
poor v. precision (0.9), Tridacna
moved west 50 yards to similar surface, red soil
GP c, mostly altered
up gradual slope, moving east with broad surface
thin coral in GP, conglome, some veins
gardens w/huts and stone walls
probably covered in alluvium
rubble, large boulders
13:55:32

Lau-16_2
Lau-17
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Timor Leste - Com
Point #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

22-Jul-06
17:08:16

Point name

Northing
9075735.631
9075728.259
sand crest 9075725.955
rc mid
9075674.167
9075605.873
rc
9075587.345
rc
9075497.226
quarry
9075466.56
sand/acapor 9075457.382
acapor/coral 9075454.385
coral
9075454.851
9075455.16
coral
9075456.14

Easting
Altitude
944963.653 4.607
944962.214 5.834
944960.051 3.484
944956.647 3.557
944998.542 5.545
945002.28 7.992
944991.168 10.512
944982.094 11.518
944986.372 9.624
944984.075 7.894
944979.998 6.252
944980.281 6.726
944980.691 -0.526

PDOP
3.2
2.5
2.5
2.6
2.4
2.3
2.4
2.7
3.6
3.8
3.9
3.9
2.5

Comment
poor v. precision (0.8), close to high tide
berm
fine grained, coral frag
little depression (water drainage?)
rolling surface
road
top of quarry, coral sand
acropora formosa fragments
GP c
poor v. precision (0.9)
poor v. precision (1.1), Tridacna
coral 1.5-2 m thick above water table

Samples

Com-18a
Com-18b
Com-18c

18:16:07
23-Jul-06
10:48:33
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

rs
rs
rs
rs
rc oe
rs mid
rc oe
rc mid
rc step
rc step
rc
rc
rc ie
rs
rc oe
rc ie
rs
unknown

9075457.66
9075418.828
9075400.227
9075395.837
9075389.286
9075373.716
9075362.199
9075349.861
9075375.871
9075325.831
9075311.016
9075309.424
9075370.271
9075374.942
9075354.796
9075316.698
9075311.223
9075278.704
9075231.471
9075249.42
9075390.163

944980.228
944988.651
944986.053
944978.623
944964.888
944960.142
944950.538
944949.038
944909.839
944925.778
944900.829
944907.454
944862.935
944763.951
944742.36
944737.331
944738.775
944724.066
944698.314
944641.948
944845.701

2.928
19.321
31.869
38.217
44.5
51.478
53.647
55.687
54.616
56.496
58.074
57.859
60.238
60.59
60.203
69.172
71.241
71.323
74.357
79.599
50.528

2.5
4.5
2.8
2.7
2.4
2.2
3.1
2.5
3.1
3.7
5.2
3.3
4.1
7.1
6.5
6.1
6.3
9.5
3
3.4
3.5

tried to remeasure…looks better
samples probably tilted 90 degrees to north
not GP c, but looks inplace
close to crest…larger flat surface to the east
broken acropora, Tridacna halves, c no GP
wrote down 43m, GP c sample next to frag.
possible slump crest
Tridacna, GP c, conch shells w/mother pearl
sam com 23

Com-18b
Com-19a,b
Com-20
Com-21
Com-23
Com-22

poor v. precision (1.0)
moved west…surface tilts eastward
poor v. precision (1.0)
possible slump
poor v. precision (1.0), could be scarp, no GP Com-24
GP c

imediately below rc oe, GP c, elkhorn

Com-25a,b
16:11:53

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

rc oe
rc oe
rc
rc
rc
rc ie
rs
rc oe
rc
rc ie
rc oe
rc ie
rc oe
rc ie
rc
rc ie
rc ie

9075408.166
9075408.375
9075393.428
9075384.594
9075344.473
9075291.447
9075278.213
9075267.228
9075237.498
9075302.031
9075316.752
9075319.063
9075325.312
9075327.689
9075342.255
9075307.055
9075316.043

945888.139
945872.72
945858.457
945818.169
945791.211
945723.092
945724.704
945725.605
945693.627
945685.992
945685.296
945686.073
945684.736
945686.982
945674.661
945614.464
945562.578

1
rc mid
9074791.569 946204.176
2
notch
9074736.922 946270.913
trying to follow terraces from 22-Jul-05 laterally
1
a meets b
9075330.339 945654.729
2
ab ie
9075313.216 945575.789
3
ab meets c 9075282.157 945495.167
4
oe
9075251.287 945452.974
5
e oe
9075247.541 945296.959
6
d1
9075247.895 945177.707
7
d1 meets e 9075240.765 945145.272
8
d2 oe
9075330.201 945126.524
9
oe ?
9075368.39 945103.177

22.216
23.993
27.955
24.188
25.82
31.286
33.885
37.092
39.638
33.052
21.963
21.414
20.716
21.677
24.341
29.84
33.179

3.26
-0.5
21.1
25.53
31.63
34.19
51.92
47.15
51.86
44.93
41.03

5.3
2.3
4
2.8
2.9
2.6
3.2
2.9
3.6
4.5
2.3
2.4
2.4
2.8
2.3
2.7
2.8

<3
<3
3.55
2.31
2.05
3.14
3.35
2.58
2.79
2.79
3.34

slump
br surface
a, GP c

Com-26?
Com-26?

slopes NE, d?
crest ends
slopes NE, c?
slopes NE, b?

a… must slope north to meet other surfaces Com-27
a meets c/ b gone
a b and c come together
17:44:16
6-Aug-05
west side of Com, GP c, looks warped/bent
Com 45a
? Shouldn't be more than a few meters, GP
Com 45b, 46
tilts east
tilts east
tilts east
abc meets d
tilts east, GP c
tilts east, large fracture
tilts east into point 6
GP c, surface tilts east
looks slumped from point 8, quarry below
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Timor Leste - Aimocomenu (~4 km west of Tei)

5-Aug-05

Point # Point name
0
sealevel
0
sam 52

Northing

Easting

Altitude
0
1

PDOP

1
rc oe
2
rc ie
3
rc oe
4
rc ie
5
rc oe
restarted GPS logger
6
notch/rc ie
7
rc oe
8
rc ie
9
notch
10
rc oe
11
rs
12
notch
13
rs
14
bad
15
bad
16
rc oe

9076043.344
9076034.121
9076031.232
9076030.71
9076031.944

960214.502
960232.07
960242.88
960265.122
960282.637

-3.48
1.51
3.49
6.5
1.99

2.35
2.59
2.61
2.63
2.24

9076038.438
9076058.9
9076041.471
9076034.477
9076028.279
9076001.753
9075984.98
9075983.191

960305.966
960341.45
960402.361
960423.969
960433.094
960402.724
960409.669
960418.463

10.46
17.5
22.97
30.13
35.64
38.57
48.22
50.84

3.42
2.36
2.36
2.36
2.34
2.28
2.22
2.15

9075972.013 960436.973

59.67

2.03

Comment
Samples
dead head GP c, boulders of br and bedrock
Tei-51
not in situ - higher cemented horizon?
Tei-52
bedrock - purple slate w/bedding & fractured
angular disconformity contact w/limestone
Tei-56
Strike, Dip
064, 33
072, 29
075, 30
GP c most altered, @ ~ 4-5 m
Tei-53
wrong altitude
wrong altitude, small steps, br
? altitude, green ss brecia w/cal. Matrix
wrong altitude, ~2 m higher than previous
some GP c, weathered, iron drippings, caves
sam 54 2 m below
green ss conglomerate
small notch, GP c altered
br w/acrop coral branches
small steps up steep slope
GP c, thick branch (7 cm diameter)
ie before stepped slope, GP c
no satellite coverage
no satellite coverage
1st broad t, sam from lower notch,2-3m down

Tei-54

Tei-55
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Appendix C: XRD data and U-series Age Analysis
Part 1. Geochemical Criteria
Part 2. XRD calibration curve
Part 3. ICP-MS performed in 2006 at the National Taiwan University, Department of
Geosciences, on a Finnigan ELEMENT-2.
Includes all subsampling.
Sample Prep:
- Washed with deionized water
- Smaller pieces cut on a small lapidary trim saw with regular water
- Washed in deionized water
- dried in a drying oven at 90 Fº for 20 min
- crushed
- tested around 0.20 – 0.25 grams
U-Th separation:
Methods by Shen at al.,2002.
Part 4. Micro-shaving technique
Part 5. MC-ICP-MS performed in 2007 at the National Taiwan University, Department
of Geosciences, on a NEPTUNE-Thermo Finnigan.
Micro-drilled samples had % aragonite re-calculated.
Tested only 0.04 – 0.06 grams.
Part 6. Resulting Geochronology graph showing the that most of the data shows an opensystem (points plot away from δ234U 150 line).
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Part 1.
Percent Aragonite. Uranium is lost during recrystallization. Therefore, the range
over which corals can be aged by the 234U-230Th method is set by the tendency for
aragonite to recrystallize to calcite (Schwarez, 1989). Aragonite content has been
evaluated by x-ray diffraction and sometimes collaborated petrographically. Multiple
authors reject any specimen showing any direct replacement of the aragonite structure by
calcite, while other authors allowed up to 3% calcite content. For this study, any
specimen yielding 100% aragonite is considered satisfying this criterion; however, lower
values were tested. Thus, all Timor-Leste samples were first studied by XRD to
determine the aragonite/calcite composition.
Detrital Contamination. Due to the vast difference in solubility between uranium
and thorium in natural waters, when marine carbonates form they have very low or
negligible 232Th/238U and 230Th/238U ratios (Ku, 2000; Pelegrina and Martinez-Aguirre,
2005). However, it is possible that many deposits or altered specimens are not Th-free;
they contain non-in situ produced 230Th from allochtonous material. The occurrence of
this possibility would negate the first assumption of U-series age analyses. Therefore, the
initial 230Th contamination needs to be corrected for. Since 232Th is a non-radiogenic Th
isotope, expected to accompany 230Th in a sample and behave similarly, 232Th is
measured as a gauge for the amount of correction needed (Gehy and Schleicher, 1990;
Kaufman, 1993; Ku, 2000). Geyh and Schleicher (1990) stated that a detrital correction
is not necessary, if the 230Th/232Th activity ratio is greater than 20 or if no

232

Th is

present. This is equivalent to an atomic ratio of greater than 108 ppm using decay rates
from Chen et al. (1986).
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Initial Uranium. The third criterion is considered the most important criterion for
verification of a closed-system isotopic history (Muhs, 2002). Living corals have
234U/238U values ranging from 1.142 to 1.151, with a mean of 1.147 (Muhs, 2002).
Modern values reported for seawater are in agreement, around 1.146 (Chen et al., 1986).
A sensitivity analysis from this study suggests that if a coral began with a 234U/238U
value of 1.147 but ultimately has a back-calculated initial 234U/238U value of 1.152 it
may be biased old by about 1000 yr. Analytical uncertainties (2σ) are also typically
about 1000 years for corals of 100 ka years old (Gallup et al., 1994; Muhs, 2002;
Edwards et al., 2003). Thus, in this study acceptable back calculated initial 234U/238U
values are 1.147 +/- 0.005. This range is comparable to those published by Robinson et
al. (2004) (1.140 to 1.152) and Gallup et al. (1994) (1.145 to 1.153). However, many
corals do not exhibit initial U activity ratios within this acceptable range; instead they
have values more scattered and generally higher. Elevated U activity ratios have excess
230Th and appear older than the true age. This excess could be explained in multiple
ways, two are: (1) the paleo seawater had higher U activity ratios or (2) there has been
post-depositional diagenetic alteration of the corals. Studies agree that seawater values
should not have varied more than 1% over glacial/interglacial cycles (Richter and
Turekian, 1993; Gallup et al., 1994; Henderson, 2002; Robinson et al., 2004). Therefore,
the isotopic anomalies are most likely attributed to diagenetic effects, evidence of an
open-system behavior. Hence, if this criterion is violated the U-series age is likely
unreliable age (Gallup et al., 1994; Scholz and Mangini, 2007).
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Part 2.

Sample portions were submersed in acetone and ground with a mortar and pestle,

then “milled” to a relatively uniform grain-size of 10 m to eliminate particle-size effects
during X-ray diffraction. Analyses were completed on a Powder X-Ray Diffractometer
with High Temperature Stage (1992, Scintag) at Brigham Young University, Provo. Slits
sizes were 1 and 3 for the tube and 0.3 and 0.1 for the detector. The XRD machine
scanned from 25 to 32 2-theta angles. The valued aragonite peaks, located at theta 26.1
and 27.1, and calcite peaks, at theta 29.4 were recorded. To determine the percent
aragonite in each sample, a calibration curve of the ratio of the height of the calcite
fundamental peak to the height of the aragonite fundamental peak v. percent aragonite
was developed.
Calibration for Aragonite vs. Calcite content based on X-ray diffraction
Pure organic calcite and aragonite mixing in known proportions:
On
~0.05
g
Arag.
Calc.

10%
Arag.

20%
Arag.

30%
Arag.

40%
Arag.

50%
Arag.

60%
Arag.

70%
Arag.

80%
Arag.

90%
Arag.

0.005
0.045

0.01
0.04

0.015
0.035

0.02
0.03

0.025
0.025

0.03
0.02

0.035
0.025

0.04
0.01

0.045
0.015
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Sam17
Percent
Aragonite
test
1
test
2
test
3
test
4

test
1
test
2
test
3
test
4

0

Sam
-51
20

40

60

80

85

90

95

100

Aragonite area
Calcite area

0
195.1

4.5
119.9

12.7
95

20.1
74.3

24.2
22.5

28.7
16.1

29.9
16.2

27
4.9

35.6
0

Aragonite area
Calcite area

0
195.5

3.9
112.7

12.9
93.3

20.8
74.2

28.8
28.1

27.9
22.9

29
17.5

28.5
5.3

35
0

Aragonite area
Calcite area

0
193.4

4.6
114.6

11.2
85.8

20
55.2

30.1
27.5

29.3
18.1

32.8
14

34.9
6.3

34.3
0

Aragonite area
Calcite area

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

11.7
88

18.6
57.5

27.1
28

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

0

0.036
17

0.11
792

0.21
292

0.51
82

0.64
063

0.64
859

0.84
639

1

0

0.033
45

0.12
147

0.21
895

0.50
615

0.54
921

0.62
366

0.84
32

1

0

0.038
59

0.11
546

0.26
596

0.52
257

0.61
814

0.70
085

0.84
709

1

0.11
735

0.24
442

0.49
183

aragonite/
(aragonite +
calcite)
aragonite/
(aragonite +
calcite)
aragonite/
(aragonite +
calcite)
aragonite/
(aragonite +
calcite)
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Part 3. All samples runs.
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Part 4.
Micro-Shaving

Equipment:
Handheld drill – low speed
Diamond tipped drill head
Free standing microscope (one that doesn’t have a turn table)
Mini spot lights
Bottle of Distilled water
Chemwipes
clean paper to collect powder
Directions: with a ~ 1 x 0.5 inch cube of sample
On the side parallel to growth, shave off septa down to a wall.
Shave slowly and lightly the surface of wall, until the it is fairly smooth.
Wipe surface with chemwipe and distilled water
Clean off drill head – will very diluted HCL if desired
Over a clean paper, beginning shaving the wall lightly, collecting the power on
the paper
Repeat until you have collected the desired amount of powder. Avoid shaving the
wall down to the next corallite structure… microscope helps.
Completely clean drill, drill head, table, and microscope between each sample.
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Part 5.
Micro-drilled samples
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Part 6.
Solid line = closed-system
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Appendix D: Sensitivity Analysis
Calculated ISOPLOT ages and initial 234U/238U on version 3.22, Berkeley Geochronology
Center (Ludwig, 2005).
Part 1. Excel spreadsheet that uses ISOPLOT to calculate age with the measured 234/238
value and an age with a corrected 234/238 value, aimed at obtaining an initial
234/238 near seawater at 1.14.
Purpose is to find out how much differential 234/238 effects how much the age
differs and how that may translate into uplift error.
Part 2. Plot of Differential 234/238 versus Differential age. Identifies the plausible
brackets of reliable, reference and unreliable ages.
Part 3. Plot of sea-level difference, base on the Lambeck and Chappell 2001 curve,
versus differential 234/238. Identifies that the when the age represents a
highstand there can be greater analytical errors without effecting the uplift rate too
much. Transitional periods can only have an analytical error of ± .0025.

What I don't like about this analysis is that 230Th is kept constant, which will make the
corrected ages older, whereas the excess 234U will actually be bias. The best thing here
would be to correct for 230Th too, but I would need to know rates of addition and take
into account the decay rates. The underlying question is would different amounts of error
result due to varying differences of Uranium? And how much error can there be before
the age’s uncertainty outweighs the sea-level uncertainty.
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Part 1.
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Part 2.

Part 3.
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